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A flow-through electrochemical cell, with a reticulated vitreous

carbon (PVC) working electrode, has been developed for preconcentration

and detection of electroactive metal species. At a flow rate of

1 mL/min, the electrolysis
efficiency was determined to be 80-90% by

monitoring the efficiency of reduction of Fe(CN)63 to Fe(CN)64- with

molecular absorption spectrophotometry and of Cu 2+ to Cu with flame

atomic absorption (AA) spectrophotometry.

The flow-through electrochemical cell was improved and

incorporated into an automated on-line trace metal enrichment and

detection system. The sample solution was injected into a carrier

stream with a sample loop valve and delivered to the electrochemical

cell which was set to an appropriate potential to reduce the trace

metal ions. Next the metal deposited on the RVC electrode was stripped

by applying a suitable oxidation potential and carried to a flame AA

spectrophotometer for detection. The detection limits of the system

with a 2-mL sample loop are 5, 0.5, and 200 ng/mL for Cu(II), Cd(II),



and Hg(II), respectively, and a factor of 3-4 better than those with

conventional flame AA due to the preconcentration step. The detection

limit for Hg(II) was improved to 40 ng/mL with a 10-mL sample loop.

The flow-through electrochemical cell was incorporated into an

automated flow system which included a Chelex-100 ion exchange column

to study the speciation of Cu(II) in natural waters. Sample solutions

were injected and carried to the cell and/or column in different

configurations (cell-only, column-only, cell-column, and column-cell).

The Cu(II) species retained by the cell or column were stripped and

carried to a flame AA spectrometer for detection down to 1-2 ng/mL.

Cu(II) species reduced and plated on the RVC electrode are denoted "ASV

labile" while species retained by the Chelex column are classified as

"Chelex labile". The "ASV labile" Cu(II) was also determined with a

conventional electrochemical cell using a mercury electrode.

For a river water sample and humic acid solution to which Cu(II)

was added, the "Chelex labile" fraction of Cu(II) was found to be

greater than the "ASV labile" fraction. The "ASV labile" fraction

obtained with the conventional cell was larger than that obtained with

the flow-through cell. The "ASV labile" fractions of Cu(II) in humic

acid and river water samples were found be different.

In a separate study, an automated two-column ion exchange system

was used to study the speciation of Cr(III) and Cr(VI). The sample was

injected into the flow system and passed sequentially through a

Chelex-100 column and a AG MP-1 anion exchange column. The Cr species

were then sequentially stripped and detected with an on-line flame AA

spectrophotoneter. Detection limits of 2 ng/mL were achieved. For

test samples containing only simple salts of Cr in a pH 4.5 acetate



buffer, the Chelex-100 resin retains positively charged Cr(III) species

while the AG MP-1 resin retains anionic Cr(VI) species. In the

presence of complexing agents such as humic acid, the speciation of

Cr(III) becomes complicated by the formation of Cr(III)-humate

complexes which are not retained by the Chelex resin but partially

retained by the anion resin. The recovery of Cr(III) added to tap

water samples was low, possibly due to precipitation of Cr(III).
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electrochemical cell are discussed in chapter 3. The use of the cell

in several applications is discussed. The efficiency of reduction is

characterized with ferricyanide and the plating efficiency is

characterized with Cu 2+ . Chapter 4 explains the use of the

flow-through electrochemical cell as a trace enrichment system. The

cell is used as an on-line preconcentration cell to improve the

detection limits of flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry in the

determination of Cu2+, Cd2+, and Hg2+ in natural waters.

Chapter 5 of the thesis focuses on the use of on-line Chelex-100

column and the electrochemical cell system to study the speciation of

copper in synthetic samples with humic acid and in natural waters.

The electrochemical cell and Chelex-100 ion exchange column are used

in two configurations. In the first configuration, the sample

solution is passed sequentially through Chelex ion exchange column

and the electrochemical cell. In the second configuration, the

position of the electrochemical cell and the column are reversed.

Different dissolved forms of copper are separated and preconcentrated

by the Chelex column and the electrochemical cell. Finally, a study

of Cr(III)/Cr(VI) speciation with an automated on-line dual-column

ion exchange system is presented. In the appendices, the hardware

and software developed are discussed in more detail and some

supplementary data are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL FORMS OF TRACE METALS IN NATURAL WATERS

Trace metals of primary interest for speciation studies in

natural waters include As, Cd, Cu, Cr, Fe, Hg, Mn, Pb, Se, and Zn

because they are either potentially harmful or nutritionally

important elements (1). In natural waters, trace metals are present

in wide range of chemical forms, in both the particulate and

dissolved phases. The dissolved phase is comprised of hydrated ions,

inorganic complexes, and organic complexes, together with species

associated with heterogeneous colloidal dispersions and

organometallic compounds. The particulate phase contains elements in

range of chemical associations, including metals adsorbed onto or

contained within clay particles. These various species are able to

coexist, though not necessarily in thermodynamic equilibrium with one

another.

The speciation of a given trace metal in natural waters is

significantly affected by dissolved inorganic and organic species,

colloidal and particulate matter, pH, pE, etc. Sea water has very

high concentrations of Na+, Cl-, Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions. The

formation of simple, molecular organic complexes of trace metals in

seawater is believed to be unfavorable (2). Fresh water usually has
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a lower ionic strength and a higher content of organic matter. Heavy

metals may form complexes with naturally occurring organic ligands

such as low molecular weight fulvic acids (3-6).

About 50-80% of the dissolved organic matter in natural fresh

waters consists of fulvic and humic acids (6). Fulvic acids are

operationally defined as humic substances that are soluble in water

under all pH conditions. Humic acids are humic substances that are

not soluble below pH 2 but soluble at higher pH. Fulvic and humic

acids are highly complex polymeric compounds containing aromatic

rings with phenolic OH and benzenecarboxylic groups and having

molecular weights (MW) ranging from 2000-3001000 (7). Fulvic acids

are thought to be lower MW compounds containing a high percentage of

COOH groups, and humic acids are thought to be higher MW compounds

containing a high percentage of OH groups.

Organic ligands of high MW were found to reduce Cd toxicity to

the crustacean, Simocephalus serrulatus, but not to the mosquito

fish, Gambusia affinis (8). It is believed that the complexation of

metals by humic substances reduces metal bioavailability and, in

turn, potential toxicity. Humic substances clearly represent an

important complexation and transport mechanism for heavy metals in

natural waters, although in acidic waters, metals may be released to

more biologically available free and weakly complexed forms.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING CHEMICAL SPECIATION

Introduction

The experimental techniques used in the determination of

chemical speciation of trace metals in natural waters can be

classified into three categories: direct measurement techniques,

separation techniques, and conversion techniques. Direct measurement

techniques include ion-selective electrode potentiometry which is

used to determine the concentration of single, well defined metal

species, usually the hydrated metal ion. However, the use of this

technique is limited because the concentration of trace metals

species in natural waters is often too low for direct determination.

Anodic stripping voltametry (ASV) is also a direct measurement

technique, but the selection is toward classes of metal species

rather than a specific chemical form (9).

Analytical techniques such as atomic absorption (AA)

spectrophotometry, plasma emission spectrometry and neutron

activation analysis do not differentiate between chemical forms of

metal species. However, these techniques can be used after the

sample is divided into different fractions with a suitable separation

technique. A major assumption in the application of separation

techniques is that the selective removal or separation of one or more

species does not appreciably disturb the solution equilibrium (10).

In practice the results obtained depend on the time scale of the

separation relative to kinetics of conversion among different

chemical forms. Some of the important separation techniques used to

study the speciation of trace metals are filtration, ultrafiltration,
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dialysis, ion exchange, and solvent extraction (10).

Conversion techniques are used to convert the metal ion species

to some other chemical form. The concentration of a specific

chemical form of a metal or a class of chemical forms is measured,

before and after the treatment. Some common conversion techniques

are acidification, oxidation/reduction, or UV irradiation. These

techniques are often used in conjunction with direct measurement or

separation techniques.

The techniques most commonly used to study the speciation of

trace metals in natural waters are anodic stripping voltametry, ion

exchange techniques, and physical separation techniques. These

techniques are discussed in more detail below.

Anodic Stripping Voltammetry

ASV is the most widely applicable electrochemical technique used

to study trace metal speciation in natural waters (11). Because of

the "built in" preconcentration step in ASV, it can achieve

sufficiently low detection limits to determine heavy metals in

natural waters. ASV is the combination of electrochemical deposition

and a voltammetric analysis. The electrochemical deposition of the

metal serves to preconcentrate reducible metal species onto an

electrode. This step is followed by an anodic voltammetric scan

which reoxidizes the metal back into the solution. A peak-shaped

response is observed for each reducible species at a potential

related to the reduction potential of the metal. The anodic

stripping current is monitored and the peak current produced is

proportional to the concentration of the reducible metal species in
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the solution.

ASV can be used to distinguish between "ASV labile" and "ASV

non-labile" or "ASV-inert" metal species (12, 13). ASV labile

species are hydrated metal ions and metal complexes which dissociate

rapidly in the diffusion layer to free electroreducible forms,

yielding an ASV signal. The "lability" of the complex depends on its

dissociation kinetics and the thickness of the diffusion layer. The

diffusion layer thickness depends on the rate of stirring of the

solution for stationary electrodes or the rotation speed of rotating

electrodes. The thicker the diffusion layer, the greater the

opportunity for the dissociation of the complex, and hence, the

higher the fraction of labile metal determined (13). With typical

rotating electrodes the diffusion layer thickness varies from 5 x

10-3 to 5 x 10-4 cm for rotation rates of 102 to 104 rpm (16). Thus,

complexes with dissociation times of 0.001 to 1 s are considered "ASV

labile".

Often the ratio of the kinetic current (ik) to the diffusion

current (id) is used to classify a metal species as "labile" or

"inert" (16). In a solution containing metal ion, M, ligand, L, and

metal complex, ML, the kinetic current is defined as the reduction

current due solely to M ions dissociated from ML. The diffusion

current is the current observed for the same concentration of M, but

in the absence of ligand. The ratio ik/id depends on the

stability constant (3) of the complex and on the concentration of the

ligand (16). Florence and Batley (14) have classified lead complexes

as "ASV labile" if ik/id > 0.90 and as "ASV inert" if ik/id = (1 +

3[L1) 1. Thus, the ASV lability depends on kinetic parameters of
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the metal complex dissociation, the concentration of excess ligand,

the pH of the solution, and the diffusion layer thickness.

The use of ASV to study the speciation of trace metals suffers

from several problems. First, the sample solution has to be degassed

before determination. Second, the organic matter present in the

sample solution may adsorb on the electrode surface which hinders

diffusion of metal ions to the electrode surface. It can change peak

currents and peak potentials. Third, a buffer must be added to the

sample solution to control the pH and increase the ionic strength of

the test solution (to about 0.02 M) to obtain consistent results.

Fourth, the presence of a complexing agent in some buffers changes

the peak current and the peak potential as the metal complex deposits

on to the electrode. A complexing agent is sometimes added to the

supporting electrolyte to improve adhesion of the deposit to the

electrode and smoothness of the surface of the deposit (17). Fifth,

many metal ion determinations with ASV are accomplished with the

standard additions method to compensate for differences in the

electrode surface from run to run. If the nature of the electrode

changes during the course of the experiment, erroneous results are

obtained. Overall, the measured concentration of ASV labile metal

can only be operationally defined by the instrumental and solution

conditions used.

Nevertheless ASV is an important technique for studying the

speciation of trace metals because of its ability to measure labile

metal species and its excellent detectability (10-10 M) for Cu2+,

Pb2+, Cd2+ an: Zn2+. It has been reported that the ASV-labile

fraction of metal species is related to the toxicity of trace
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metals to aquatic organisms (18-19).

Ion Exchange Techniques

Ion exchange is one of the most important separation techniques

used to determine the speciation of trace metals in natural waters.

Metal species are retained by the ion exchange resin and are

separated based usually on their charge. The water sample is either

mixed with an ion exchange resin in a batch mode or passed through an

ion exchange column.

For many ion exchange resins, the ionic functional groups are

attached to the insoluble beds of highly polymerized, crosslinked

styrene divinylbenzene lattice. During the ion exchange process, the

the counter ions associated with the functional groups on the resins

are exchanged for the metal species of the same charge from the

solution. The metal species retained on the column are later removed

with a suitable eluting solution, and the column is regenerated with

a suitable regenerating solution. The concentration of the eluted

metal species is determined using an appropriate detection technique

such as AA spectrophotometry or ASV. Ion exchange separation also

serves as a preconcentration technique if the retained metal ions are

eluted in small volume of solution relative to the volume of sample

passed through the column. This is very important in speciation

studies because of very low concentrations of trace metals in natural

waters. Ion exchange technique can be applied to more metal ions

than ASV.

Conventional cation (sulfonic acid) and anion resins (quaternary

ammonium) have been widely used in the speciation studies. Shuman
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and Dempsey (20) reported a method in which the water sample is

passed sequentially through a cation exchange column and an anion

exchange column. The dissolved metal species are separated into

cationic and anionic species. The retained metal species were

elutedwith 3 M HC1 and their concentrations were determined with AA

spectrophotometry. They applied the method to study the speciation

of Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb and Zn in river water.

Chelex-100 is a chelating resin with iminodiacetate functional

groups (-CH2N(CH2C00)22-). It has a very high selectivity

for transition metal ions relative to alkali and alkaline earth metal

ions and has been used extensively for studying the speciation of

trace metal ions in natural waters. The technique is used for

separation of dissolved metal species into two classes which have

been termed as "Chelex labile" and "Chelex non-labile" species.

Chelex-100 resin binds most hydrated trace transition metals

strongly. Some weak or labile complexed metal species are likely to

dissociate and contribute to the fraction of metal species retained

by the resin. "Non-labile" species include strong metal complexes

with slow dissociation kinetics. Also large molecules and colloidal

particles are excluded from the resin beds because the resin has a

pore size of about 1.5 nm (19). Thus, metal ions associated with

these large species or particle are not retained by the resin.

Ion exchange with Chelex-100 resin provides a simple, rapid and

almost contamination-free method for determining chemical

speciation. The classification into two groups may provide

speciation information about the main classes of toxic and non-toxic

trace metals in natural waters (21, 22). The time scale of
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separation with Chelex columns is dependent on the flow rate, and

column length, and the column diameter and is typically 0.5 to 9 s

(15, 35). Hence, complexes with dissociation times of 0.5 to 9 s

will contribute to the labile fraction.

Other ion exchange resins have also been employed to study the

speciation of trace metals in natural waters. Nonpolar polystyrene

resins (e.g., Amberlite XAD-2) are used to separate metal species

associated with organic matter (16-17). Florence (18) used Bio-Rad

SM2 resin, a nonpolar polystyrene resin with high surface area, to

separate lipid-soluble metal species in the speciation studies.

Hiraide and co-workers (23) reported the use of diethylaminoethyl

Sephadex A-25, a weak base anion exchanger, to separate heavy metals

complexed with humic substances in freshwaters.

Physical Separation Techniques

Methods in which metal species are separated based on

differences in molecular size were among the first techniques applied

to study speciation of trace metals in natural waters (24-26).

Physical separation techniques commonly used include filtration,

ultrafiltration (UF), and dialysis which are discussed in more detail

below. Other physical separation techniques used include

centrifugation, gel filtration chromatography and electrophoresis

(27).

Filtration of water samples through membrane filters with

different pore sizes is widely used to fractionate trace metal

species according to their sizes. Commonly a 0.45-um membrane filter

is used to separate "particulate" and "dissolved" metal species. The
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type of membrane filter is critical. Cellulose acetate and cellulose

nitrate filters are most commonly used.

In ultrafiltration the separation is carried out at the

molecular level. The pore sizes of the membranes are normally

specified to retain molecules above a nominal molecular weight limit

(NMWL) that can range from 200 to 300,000 (28). Ultrafiltration is

carried out under pressure of inert gas to enhance the rate of

transport through the membrane and to provide some form of agitation.

Dialysis is used to fractionate metal species by their

differential rates of diffusion through porous membranes. Diffusion

of membrane-permeable species is driven by their concentration

gradients, and the sample solution is not pressurized. Compared to

UF, dialysis is much slower process.

Dialysis and UF have been used to study the size fractionation

of dissolved trace metal species in natural waters (27, 29-34).

Hoffmann and co-workers (32) developed and used a sequential UF

method to characterize the dissolved metal species in Mississippi and

Minnesota River water samples. They reported that the highest

concentrations of trace metals such as Cu, Pb, Cd, and Mn are often

associated with species in the intermediate MW range (1000-10,000).

Even though UF and dialysis are very useful techniques to

classify dissolved metals on the basis of molecular size, they suffer

from some problems (19, 24, 26). First, the pore diameter of UF and

dialysis membranes may show considerable variation, especially for

those which have small pore sizes. Second, the UF and dialysis

membranes require careful cleaning as they are often contaminated

with trace metals and soluble organic matter. Third, the loss of
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trace metals due to adsorption onto OF or dialysis membranes is a

serious problem. Fourth, the separation process is relatively slow

such that "moderately nonlabile" species may dissociate.

MEASUREMENT SCHEMES FOR DETERMINING CHEMICAL SPECIATION

Various experimental schemes have been proposed for determining

the speciation of trace metals in natural waters (10) in which the

concentrations of a given metal in a number of classes are defined.

These schemes vary considerably in their complexity and are based on

various combinations of available direct measurement, separation and

conversion techniques.

Representative schemes for speciation are discussed elsewhere

(35) and usually include the use of ion-exchange, ASV, and AA

spectrophotometry. Most of these schemes have limitations that are

related to the limitations of the individual measurement and

separation techniques used. These techniques do not produce a

distinct classification of different forms of metal species. The

long measurement processes may perturb the natural speciation. The

different classes of metal species quantified by these techniques

have not been clearly correlated to the effects of interest such as

toxicity. These techniques are very difficult to adapt as routine

methods of analysis as they are very time consuming.

Liu and Ingle (35) recently reported development of an automated

on-line two-column ion exchange technique to study the speciation of

trace metals in natural waters. The water sample is passed
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sequentially through a Chelex-100 chelating resin and AG MP-1

macroporous anion resin. The metal ions retained on each column are

separately eluted by a stripping reagent and are detected by an

on-line flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer. This speciation

scheme classifies metal species into three groups Ml, M2, and M3.

The M1 fraction refers to the metal species retained by the

Chelex-100 column. It is called the Chelex-100 labile fraction and

includes hydrated metal ions and weakly complexed or bound labile

metal species that dissociate. The AG MP-1 resin is a strongly basic

anion exchange resin and retains metal ions that are negatively

charged and some metal ions associated with negatively charged

organic matter such as humic material. These metal species are

classified as the M2 fraction. The metal species not retained on the

either of the columns constitutes the M3 fraction and include metals

which are strongly associated with very large organic or inorganic

colloidal particles. The ion exchange columns provide

preconcentration on the metal ions in the water samples. This allows

use of smaller samples and higher throughput rates are achieved

compared to off-line techniques.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A FLOW-THROUGH ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL

INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical cells can be configured for flow-through

measurements (1). Flowing solution methods are useful for on-line

determinations and detection in flow injection analysis and HPLC.

Flow-through electrochemical cells can provide high efficiency and

rapid electrolysis and are especially useful where large amount of

solutions are to be utilized.

Flow cells for voltammetric analysis are usually based on porous

working electrodes of large surface area. A wide variety of

electrode material have been used. A particular material is chosen

to take advantage of its electrochemical characteristics or its ease

of use in certain geometric configurations. Platinum wire (2-4),

microconical platinum (5), platinum grid (4, 6), hanging mercury drop

(7), gold micromesh (8), graphite packing (9), reticulated vitreous

carbon (10), tubular platinum (11-13), carbon (14-16), stainless

steel (17), gold (18), mercury-covered platinum (19-20), and mercury

covered graphite (21) are among the electrode materials that have

been studied in flowing solution analysis.

The use of metallic electrodes sucn as platinum or gold is

complicated by the adsorption of organi: materials, the formation of
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various oxides, the formation of adsorbed hydrogen films, and the

limited cathodic range. The liquid form of mercury makes it

difficult to use it as a working electrode in a flow-through cell.

Working electrodes based on various forms of carbon have been widely

employed in electrochemical cells. The most commonly used forms of

carbon electrodes are pyrolytic graphite, spectrographic graphite,

carbon paste, glassy carbon, and reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC).

RVC is a very versatile electrode material and combines the

electrochemical properties of non-porous glassy carbon with many

hydrodynamic and structural advantages. RVC is an open pore material

with a honeycomb (foam) structure (Fig. 3.1). The various physical

properties of the RVC are summarized in Table 3.1 and also compared

with glassy carbon. RVC is inert to wide range of reactive

chemicals, resists high temperature, and has wide usable potential

range (1.2 V to -1.0 V (vs SCE) at pH 7) (22). In absence of

chloride ions, the anodic limit is due to oxidation of water (23).

The cathodic potential range is limited by the hydrogen evolution

reaction.

In designing a flow-through electrochemical cell, a critical

consideration is minimizing the voltage drop between the working

electrode and the reference electrode. The voltage drop is equal to

iR
s

where i 's the cell current and Rs is the solution resistance

measured between the working electrode and the reference electrode.

In experiments where iRs is high, a three-electrode arrangement, in

which the cell current passes between the working electrode and the

auxiliary electrode, is preferable. The solution resistance between

the working electrode and the reference electrode can be minimized by
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Figure 3.1 Enlarged view showing the open pore honeycomb structure of

RVC. Source: Wang, J. Electrochimica Acta, 1981, 26, 1721-1726.
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Table 3.1 Some physical properties of RVC in comparison with solid

glassy carbona.

Characteristics RVC 2 x 1 100 S Solid glassy carbon

Density (g/crn3) 0.048 1.65
Void volume ( '',..,) 97 0
Hardness (12-`) 6-7 6-7
Specific resistivity

(ohm-cm, at 25= C)
0.47-0.69 0.001

Thermal conductivity
(calicrns*C at 10' torr)

0.08-12 x 103 0.01-0.02

Tensile strength (kg /cm2) 3-12 2.2 x 103

aSource: Wang, J. Electrochimica Acta, 1981, 26, 1721-1726,

reprinted without permission.
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placing the reference electrode very close to the surface of the

working electrode. Even in this arrangement, some fraction of iRs,

called the uncompensated voltage drop, will be included in the

measured potential.

Curren and Tougas have reported that surrounding the working

electrode (RVC cylinder) with an auxiliary electrode minimizes

uncompensated iRs drop along the length of the electrode (25).

Fahey studied different electrode arrangements in flow cells and his

studies showed that the uncompensated iRs drop is minimized by

using the radially symmetrical configuration, where the auxiliary

electrode surrounds the RVC cylindrical working electrode (23).

This chapter presents the design and the operation of an

electrochemical cell that can be used to electrolyze substances in a

flowing solution. Molecular and atomic absorption spectrophotometry

were used to monitor the efficiency of the electrolysis provided by

the flow-through electrochemical cell. RVC was employed as a working

electrode because its porous structure provides high surface area

enhances the efficiency of electrolysis from flowing solutions. A

pump was used to pass the carrier buffer and analyte solutions

through the cell containing a short cylinder of RVC. The

electrochemical cell was characterized by monitoring the efficiency

of reduction of Fe(CN)6 3- to Fe(CN)64 by spectrophotometry for

solutions of different concentrations and at different flow rates.

The performance of the cell was also evaluated for the percentage

reduction of Cu(II) from solutions of different concentrations of

Cu(II) at two different flow rates with atomic absorption

spectrophotometric detection.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and Solutions

All reagents were of analytical grade and used as received

unless otherwise specified. Deionized water from a Millipore Milli-Q

system connected to the house deionized water was used for all

aqueous solution preparation.

A 5 mM stock solution of potassium ferricyanide was prepared

weekly and was stored in the dark. More dilute solutions were

prepared from this stock solution in a supporting electrolyte of 0.08

M KH2PO4/0.02 M K2HPO4 buffer (pH 6.20) which also served as

the carrier buffer and blank solution.

A stock solution of 50 mM Cu(II) was prepared in 0.1% HNO3

from dissolution of CuSO45H20. More dilute solutions were

prepared from this stock solution in 0.04 M NH4Ac/0.04 M HAc

carrier buffer. The carrier buffer (pH 4.8) was prepared from

dilution of a 4.0 M NH4Ac/4.0 M HAc stock solution which was made

from concent rated NH4OH solution and glacial acetic acid (HAc).

A solution of NH4V03, used for removing traces of 02 from

N2, was prepared as follows. First 2.0 g of NH4V03 was

dissolved in 25.0 mL of conc. HC1 and diluted to 250 mL (0.068 M

NH4V03). Then 50 g of Zn amalgam were added to the solution.

Instrumentation

An EG&G Princeton Applied Research (PARC) model 174A

Polarographi: Analyzer, was used as a potentiostat throughout this

work. A cacTe, plugged into the external cell port, provided
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connections to the working electrode, reference electrode, and the

auxiliary electrode. A PARC model 173 Potentiostat/Galvanostat was

employed to plate the reference electrode with AgCl. A Fluid

Metering Inc. (FMI) lab pump model (RH-SY) was used to pass solution

through the cell at flow rates from 1.0 to 5.0 mL/min.

Molecular absorption measurements were accomplished with an HP

8452 diode array spectrophotometer with a spectral bandwidth of 2 nm

that was interfaced to a IBM PC compatible microcomputer. Atomic

absorption studies were done on a Varian model AA6 flame atomic

absorption spectrophotometer with a variable flow rate nebulizer.

Construction of the Flow Cell

The schematic diagram of the flow-through cell is shown in

Figure 3.2 and is based in part on the design of Fahey (23). The

body of the cell consisted of three Delrin blocks held together by

six stainless steel bolts. The entrance and the exit ports were

drilled to accept Cheminert type fittings of size 1/4-28. The

connection between pump and the cell was made with 0.5-mm i.d. Teflon

tubing.

The RVC working and auxiliary electrode assembly was fashioned

as described by Fahey (23). The working electrode was a uniform RVC

cylinder of 100 pores per inch (ppi), 2.1-in length, and 0.15 in

diameter. The RVC cylinder was cut from a block of RVC (ERG Inc.,

Oakland, CA) using a cork bore. To provide an electrical connection

to the working electrode, first one end of a platinum wire (36 gauge)

was inserted into the working electrode at one end. Then, the

platinum wire was coiled around the RVC cylinder in the form of a
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the flow-through cell. (a) Flow-cell

construction; (b) Working and auxiliary electrode assembly.
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helix. The other end of the platinum wire was fed out of the cell

body between cell block A and the cell block B. The RVC and the

platinum wire assembly was wrapped with a 2.1 x 0.8 in section of

membrane polypropylene filter (Webril-M 1003, The Kendall Company,

Boston, MA). The auxiliary electrode was a 2.1 x 1.0 in piece of

platinum gauze (50 mesh), rolled in form of a cylinder and placed

around the working electrode and the membrane filter. The membrane

filter separates the working electrode from the auxiliary electrode.

A Ag/AgC1 reference electrode was employed and has a potential

of -0.197 V vs the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). A Ag/AgC1 wire

was inserted into a 3.0-in long and 0.16-in id. piece of Teflon

tubing which had a porous frit (EG&G PARC) at one end. The Teflon

tubing containing containing the reference electrode was inserted and

sealed in the Delrin block with a silicone sealant. The tubing was

filled with 3 M KC1 saturated with AgNO3.

To prepare the Ag/AgC1 electrode, the Ag wire was first cleaned

with conc. HNO3 and polished with 600 grit emery polishing paper.

The silver wire was then plated with AgC1 from the solution of 0.1 M

HC1 using the potentiostat/galvanostat at constant current of 1 mA

for 60 min.

Characterization Procedure

All the test solutions were degassed for ten minutes by bubbling

with N2. As a precaution, the N2 gas was passed and bubbled

through two scrubbing bottles in series to remove 02. The first

scrubbing bottle contained the NH4V03 solution and Zn amalgam

mixture previously described. The Zn reduces some of the V(V) to
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V2+ and V3+ ions which react with 02 present in the N2 and

are oxidized to V02+ . The Zn-amalgam again regenerates the

scrubbing solution by reducing V02+. The second scrubbing bottle

contained the buffer solution to remove any vanadium carried in the

mist.

The RVC electrode was pretreated electrochemically while passing

the deareated blank solution (buffer) through it. The pretreatment

consisted of cycling the applied voltage between +1.0 and -1.0 V for

two cycles, allowing 10 min at each applied voltage.

The voltammetric characteristics of the cell were first studied

with test solutions of ferricyanide of different concentrations and a

blank with a flow rate 1.5 mL/min. The cell potential was scanned in

a linear fashion from +0.4 to -0.3 V vs Ag/AgC1 at 10 mV/s to observe

reduction of Fe(CN)63- to Fe(CN)64- as shown in the following

equation.

Fe(CN)63- + e- > Fe(CN)64 (3-1)

The reduction efficiency of the cell was evaluated first with a

test solution of 150 uM K3Fe(CN)6 which has been used previously

for this purpose (24, 10). Initially blank solution was pumped

through the cell with the cell potential set to +0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl.

Next, the inlet tube of the pump was moved and inserted into the test

solution. After 10 s, the cell potential was changed from +0.1 to

-0.1 V vs. Ac!AgC1, so that the cell potential was at a value

sufficient to reduce the test analyte species. The 10 s delay

allowed sufficient time for the initial portion of the test solution

to pass through the cell. After 20 s more, the outlet tube from the

electrochemical cell was switched to a collection vessel, which was
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long enough to ensure that the solution collected had passed through

the cell while it was activated. About 5 mL of the effluent solution

was collected.

To determine the reduction efficiency, the absorbance of the

initial test solution at the inlet (Ai) and the absorbance of the

collected solution (Ae) were measured at 420 nm with the P043-

buffer solution as the blank. The reduction efficiency was

calculated as (Ai Ae)/Ai. This procedure was repeated for

several different flow rates.

K3Fe(CN)6 and K4Fe(CN)6 have different absorption spectra. For

50 4M solutions of K3Fe(CN)6 and K4Fe(CN)6, the measured absorbances

at 420 nm were 0.457 and < 0.001, respectively. Hence, the

absorbances measured are directly proportional to the concentration

of ferricyanide in the inlet and exiting solutions.

The reduction efficiency of the electrochemical cell was also

evaluated with test solutions of Cu2+. The procedure was similar

to that used for ferricyanide except that the Cu2+ was deposited

from the flowing solution on the working electrode when the cell

potential was switched from +0.4 V to -0.4 V vs. AgfAgC1 and the

Cu2+ in the inlet and exiting solutions was determined by flame

atomic absorption spectrophotometric measurements at 324.7 nm. The

absorbance signal was integrated over 3 s and an air-acetylene flame

was used for the analysis. The dependence of the reduction on the

Cu2+ concentration in the test solution was determined at two

different flow rates.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preliminary experiments were conducted where voltammograms were

obtained using anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV), both on the bare

RVC and a mercury plated PVC. For bare PVC the, the potential window

was +1.0 V to -0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl. At -0.6 V the residual current is

typically 3 mA due to reduction of H2. At potentials more negative

than -0.6 V, the residual current increases rapidly. Because of the

large residual current, it was difficult to detect the stripping peak

at about -0.68 V from sub-millimolar concentrations of Cd2+ . With

the mercury plated RVC, the anodic limit was at about +0.5 V vs.

Ag/AgC1 due to oxidation of Hg.

Voltammetry of Ferricyanide

Figure 3.3 shows the current-voltage curves for the reduction of

K3Fe(CN)6 at various concentrations. The currents shown were

corrected for background by subtracting the cell current obtained

with the blank supporting electrolyte from the cell current obtained

with K3Fe(CN)6 at the same cell voltage. The electrochemical

half-wave potential (E1/2) is 0.12 V. Manthey et. al. (24)

obtained an E1/2 of 0.2 V vs. Ag/AgC1 for the reduction of

ferricyanide in a flow-through cell. The standard electrode

reduction potential for Fe(CN)63- is 0.47 V vs. Ag/AgC1 in 1 M

H2SO4 (26). The negative shift in the E1/2 suggests the

presence of uncompensated resistance in the cell.

The theory of flow electrolysis for porous electrodes was

developed by Sioda (4). The limiting cell current 00 is given by
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Figure 3.3 Voltammograms for K3Fe(CN)6. K3Fe(CN)6 concentrations,

(a) 25 uM, (b) 50 uM, (c) 100 0, (d) 150 uM, (e) 200 uM; flow rate,

1.34 mL/min; electrolyte, 0.08 M KH2PO4/0.02 M K2HPO4 buffer

(pH 6.20).
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(3-2)

where n is the number of electrons transferred per molecule, F is the

value of Faraday, Co is the initial concentration of the

electroactive species, v is the volume flow rate, and R is the

conversion efficiency. The conversion efficiency is given by

R = 1 exp(-moAsL/v) (3-3)

where A is cross-sectional area of the electrode, s is the specific

area of the porous electrode, L is the length of the electrode, and

mo is the mass transfer coefficient which is function of flow

velocity U and is given as

mo = blJa (3-4)

where b is a proportionality factor and a is a constant (frequently

having values between 0.33 and 0.5 for laminar flow and increasing up

to nearly 1 for turbulent flow).

According to equation 3-2, the limiting current is directly

proportional to the concentration of the electroactive species at a

constant flow rate if the conversion efficiency remains constant.

The cathodic current for K3Fe(CN)5 from the data in Figure 3.3 at

-0.1 V vs. Ag/AgC1 were plotted as a function of concentration as

shown in Figure 3.4. The expected linear relationship is observed.

Thus, the limiting current can be related to the bulk concentration

of an analyte without knowledge of mass transfer parameters,

electrode area, etc.
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Figure 3.4 Voltammetric calibration curve for K3Fe(CN)6. The

cell current is measured at -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
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Determination of the cell efficiency with K3Fe(CN)6

The cell reduction efficiency was calculated from the percentage

decrease in the absorbance of K3Fe(CN)6 upon reduction in the

electrochemical cell. Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of the

absorbance and of the degree of reduction of K3Fe(CN)6 on flow

rate.

Equation 3-3 shows that the conversion efficiency decreases with

increasing flow velocity. This can be attributed to the decreased

residence time of an analyte in the electrode at higher flow rates.

As shown in Figure 3.5 the reduction efficiency for the

electrochemical cell decreases from 92 to 60% as the flow rate

increases from 0.5 to 3.2 mL/min.

Preliminary experiments were conducted without the 0-ring shown

in Figure 3.2 placed in front of the RVC. The efficiency of

reduction at 0.5 mL/min was 76%. The 0-ring helps direct the

solution into the center of the RVC cylinder and minimizes solution

flow around the RVC cylinder.

Determination of the Cell Efficiency with Cu(II)

Figure 3.6 shows the change in the absorbance for test solutions

of Cu(II) of different concentrations that occurs due to reduction at

the working electrode at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. Similar data

were obtained at a flow rate of 4.0 mL/min.

The degree of reduction at given Cu 2+ concentration was

calculated from the difference in the absorbance of the exiting

solution with the cell turned off and on. The cell efficiency data

are summarized in Table 3.2. At flow rate of 1.5 mL/min the average
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Table 3.2. Dependence of reduction efficiency of the cell on Cu2+

concentration.a

Cu2+ Conc. Reduction
Efficiencyb

(uM) (%)

Reduction
Efficiencyb

(%)

1 81 58

10 77 62

25 86 61

50 82 60

aReduction potential -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

bFlow rate of 1.5 mL/min.

bFlow rate of 4.0 mL/min.
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cell efficiency is 82%. At flow rate of 4.0 mL/min the average cell

efficiency was 60%. The decrease in the cell efficiency at the flow

rate of 4.0 mL/min was expected and is attributed to the decreased

residence time of Cu2+ in the RVC electrode at the higher flow

rate.

CONCLUSIONS

The efficiency of the electrolysis of the flow-through

electrochemical cell was determined using spectrometric methods. The

efficiency of the electrolysis is improved by directing the sample

solution through the working electrode using an 0-ring and decreases

with increasing flow rate. With present design, an electrolysis

efficiency of 80-90% is realized at a flow rate of about 1 mL/min.

The electrolysis efficiency obtained with the cell compares

reasonably well with that is reported in the literature. Blaedel and

Wang (10) have reported maximum cell efficiency of 92% at flow rate

of 1.0 mL/min while Manthey and co-workers (24) reported maximum cell

efficiency of about 95% at flow rates of less than 1.0 mL/min. It

was noted in that the cell efficiency varied somewhat with the

particular RVC assembly used. Apparently the packing of the cell

affects the amount of solution that flows around the RVC cylinder

The results of these studies suggest that the flow-through

electrochemical cell developed could be used for on-line

preconcentration of transition metals. An on-line detector such as

AA spectrophotometer could be employed to detect the metal ions
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eluted during an anodic stripping scan.
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CHAPTER 4

ON-LINE ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL FOR TRACE ENRICHMENT WITH

FLAME ATOMIC ABSORPTION DETECTION

INTRODUCTION

42

Electrochemical techniques have been widely used for trace

enrichment of transition metal ions from various sample matrices

(1-5). An important aspect of electrochemical methodology is the

ease with which soluble electroactive species can be preconcentrated

from sample solution either into or onto an electrode by, for

instance, by a controlled potential deposition. The preconcentrated

material then can be determined by a number of electrochemical or

spectrometric techniques.

Among different electroanalytical detection techniques,

electrochemical stripping analysis provides the lowest detection

limits, often 10-10 M or lower (1-3). An electrochemical stripping

analysis experiment consists of two parts. During he first step,

the analyte is deposited (preconcentrated) into or onto the surface

of an electrode at a controlled potential. In the second step, the

deposited analyte is oxidized (stripped) from the electrode, and the

accompanying electrochemical signal is used to determine the

concentration of analyte in the sample.

In anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV), metal ions are reduced to
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the elemental state and preconcentrated on the electrode at a

sufficiently negative potential. The stripping step is accomplished

by a positive scan during which the cell current is monitored. The

preconcentrated metals are sequentially oxidized and the heights of

the anodic peaks are proportional to the concentration of the metals

in solution. Sometimes, Hg(II) is added to the test solution and is

co-deposited with the analyte metal ions.

In potentiometric stripping analysis (PSA), a suitable oxidizing

agent (usually Hg(II)) is added to the sample. During the

preconcentration step, Hg(II) ions are reduced to Hg metal, forming a

mercury film electrode (MFE), and the analyte metal ions are also

reduced to their metallic state and dissolved in mercury. To

initiate the stripping step, the potentiostat is disconnected and the

change in cell potential is monitored as a function of time. The

oxidizing species Hg(II) continues to diffuse to the electrode

surface, where it oxidizes the analyte metal dissolved in the MFE. A

typical stripping potentiogram is a plot of the potential of the

working electrode as a function of time. The resulting response is

series of steps obtained for each element in order of their redox

potentials. The time required for oxidation of each metal is

proportional to its concentration in the MFE.

Mercury is most commonly used as a working electrode in

electrochemical stripping analysis. Either a hanging mercury drop

electrode (HMDE) or carbon based electrode that is plated with a thin

layer of Hg (MFE) are routinely used. The amount of an analyte

deposited at the electrode depends on the mass transfer rate of the

electroactive species to the electrode surface, the electrode surface
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area, and the deposition time. This rate is enhanced by

mechanicallystirring the solution with an HMDE or by rotating a MFE.

Several researchers have used electrodeposition for

preconcentration of trace elements prior to their determination by

atomic spectroscopy to improve detection limits. Larsen and Lund (1,

2) studied electrochemical preconcentration of trace elements onto a

tungsten filament before their determination by electrothermal atomic

absorption spectrophotometry. Nolen (3) preconcentrated selenium

onto a platinum filament. The filament was positioned in an

argon-hydrogen flame for atomization with simultaneous electrical

heating of the filament. However, these discrete sample introduction

techniques are not suitable for use with an AA nebulizer, which

requires that the analyte be introduced as a solution into the

atomizer. Also the electrolysis of sample ions during the deposition

step was not generally exhaustive.

The use of flow-through electrochemical cell for deposition in

,nich the sample solution flows across the working electrode has

shown promise for quantitative electrolysis of sample ions. Examples

c= this methodology include ASV at tubular electrodes (9, 10), PSA in

a thin-layer flow cell (11), and electrodeposition and stripping at

graphite cloth electrodes with coulometric detection in a

-flow-through cell (12). Stripping analysis has also been utilized

,.;ith flow cells for purification of electrolytes (13) and for

electrochemical detection in liquid chromatography (14).

On-line electrochemical trace enrichment technique provide

advantages compared to conventional off-line techniques in which the

stripped metal is collected and later manually introduced into the
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detection system. First, the speed of analysis is much faster.

Second, the analyte concentration at the maximum of the stripping

elution band is measured instead of the average concentration in an

eluted volume. Third, on-line techniques are suitable for

automation.

Long and Snook have reported on-line electrochemical

preconcentration techniques for use with inductively coupled plasma

atomic emission spectrometry (13-14). They studied three different

flow through electrochemical cells based on platinum concentric slot,

glassy carbon, or RVC working electrodes. They reported that the

cell with PVC as the working electrode was the most efficient, with a

plating efficiency of 35% at a flow rate of 3.4 mL/min.

This chapter describes an on-line trace enrichment system for

electroactie trace elements based on a flow-through electrochemical

cell and -Fame atomic absorption spectrophotometric detection. The

design of the cell, described in the chapter 3 of this thesis, was

altered to 'mprove its performance in this application. The plating

efficiency of the electrochemical cell was evaluated at different

deposition =low rates. The performance of the system was

demonstrate° for trace enrichment of Cu 2- , Cd24-, and Hg2+.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and Solutions

All reacents were of analytical grade and used as received unless

otherwise specified. Deionized water from a Millipore Milli-Q system
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connected to the house deionized water was used for all aqueous

solution preparation. Stock solutions of 1000 mg/L Cu2+, Cd2+,

and Hg2+ were prepared from dissolutions of metal salts. Test

solutions at lower concentrations were prepared as needed and stored

in dedicated volumetric flasks.

The carrier buffer was 0.004 M NH4Ac/0.004 M HAc at pH 4.7

prepared from dilution of a 4.0 M NH4Ac/4.0 M HAc stock solution

which was made from NH4Ac and glacial acetic acid (HAc). The

carrier buffer was deoxygenated immediately before use by procedure

described in chapter 3. The reference electrode filling solution was

3.0 M KC1 saturated with AgC1 prepared by adding AgNO3 to 3.0 M

KC1.

Modifications to the Electrochemical Cell

The electrochemical cell described in the chapter 3 has some

limitations. First, the packing of the working/counter electrode

assembly into the cell proved to be difficult. The working

electrode, wrapped with the electrode separator material and the

counter electrode, was inserted into the hole drilled in a Delrin

block. Even if great care was taken, this process changed the

relative positions of the working electrode and the counter electrode

and the flow pattern. Second, handling of the reference electrode

was cumbersome. Since the reference electrode was inserted and

sealed into the Delrin block, locating the level of AgNO3 in the

electrode was difficult. Frequent evaporation of the AgNO3 made it

difficult to control properly the potential of the cell. Thus, there

was a need for a more versatile reference electrode which could be
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easily detached from and put back into the cell assembly. Third,

some of the metal ions stripped from the working electrode were

believed to diffuse in the space between the working/auxiliary

electrode assembly and the reference electrode causing broadening of

the peak. In the new configuration, the reference electrode is

placed before the working/auxiliary electrode assembly to eliminate

this dead volume.

The design of the new electrochemical cell used for trace

enrichment of transition metal ions is depicted in Figures 4.1 and

4.2. The electrochemical cell consists of five blocks made out of

Delrin. Blocks A and B constitute the main body of the cell. When

these two blocks are joined together, the straight grooves, with a

semicircular cross section in each block, mate to form the

cylindrical cavity where the working/auxiliary electrode assembly is

placed. Blocks C and D contain the entrance and the exit ports.

Block E holds the reference electrode. These five blocks are held

together by bolts. Between any two blocks held against each other,

Teflon tape s lined to prevent solution from leaking. The entrance

and the exit ports are drilled to accept Cheminert type fittings

(1/4-28).

The .working /auxiliary electrode assembly was prepared as

described in chapter 3 and consists of an RVC cylinder with a

platinum wire lead that is wrapped with a cylinder of electrode

separator material and a platinum gauze counter electrode. This

electrode assembly was placed in the groove of block B and then block

A was bolted to block B, to secure the electrode position. Next

blocks C anc D are attached. As shown in figure 4.1(a), the
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Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of the modified flow-through

electrochemical cell. (a) Flow-cell construction; (b) the

working/auxiliary electrode assembly.
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of various blocks used in building the

electrochemical cell. a) Top view of block A. b) Bottom view of

block A. c) Top view of block B. d) End-on view of block A. e)

Block C, entrance port. f) Block D, exit port. 9) Block E, holds the

reference electrode.
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electrode was positioned before assembly so that one end sits tightly

against the exit port and the other end is near the reference

electrode. The working electrode lead feds out between blocks A and

D while the auxiliary electrode lead exits between blocks C and A.

The reference electrode used was a Ag/AgC1 electrode. It was

constructed from the body of a 1-mL plastic syringe (plunger removed)

and capped with a rubber septum. A silver wire coated with AgC1 was

inserted in the syringe through the septum. A glass frit (EG&G PARC)

was placed in 0.3-in long and 0.16-in i.d. piece of heat shrink

Teflon tubing. The Teflon tube along with the glass frit was secured

at the bottom of the syringe by gently warming the sides of the tube

with a heat gun. After adding the filling solution, the reference

electrode is inserted into the hole in block E, which is then bolted

onto the main body of the cell. The porous frit of the reference

electrode opens into the flow path of the electrochemical cell.

Apparatus

The arrangement of the components of the electrochemical

preconcentration and detection system is depicted in Figure 4.3. The

major components are listed and described in Table 4.1. The system

uses many of the flow and electronic components of a previously

described trace enrichment system based on a Chelex -100 column (15)

although a different microcomputer system was employed. The carrier

buffer solution is pumped by pump A through the guard column, the

sample loop (injection) valve (V), the electrochemical cell, and

finally into the nebulizer of the AA flame spectrophotometer. All

connections among these components are made with 0.5-mm i.d Teflon
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Figure 4.3. Block diagram of flow and detector components of the

on-line electrochemical trace enrichment system.



Table 4.1. Major components of the trace enrichment system.

cmponent

Pump A

Pump B

Guard
Column

AAS

Potentiostat

Microcomputer

ADC

PO Board

comment

Dual-piston constant flow rate pump;
flow rate: 0-10 mL/min; pressure:
5000 psi max.

Single channel peristaltic pump

3-mm i.d. x 150-mm column long
packed with 100-200 mesh Chelex-100
resin

Sample loop valve, constructed from
two 4-way slide valves with
pneumatic activation

Flame atomic absorption
spectrophotometer with variable
flow rate nebulizer

Scanning potential
polarographic analyzer

IBM-PC compatible (8087)

16 channel ADC interfaced with
8 digital I/O lines

24 bit parallel digital
I/O interface

Active Noise Filter used to reduce noise and to
Filter amplify the AA signal

Anolifier

inter

Recorder

Instrumentation amplifier

Dot matrix line orinter

Strip chart recorder
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source and model

Laboratory
Data Control
Constametric II

Markson Science
Cat. No.V-13003

Rainin
Cat. No. 251-04

Dionex
Cat. No. 030520.

Varian
AA6

PARC model 174A

Corona
PC-400

Metrabyte
Dash-16

Metrabyte
PI0-12

Spectrum 1021A
Filter and
Amplifier

Analoc devices
AD524

Panasonic
KP1091,_

Linear
model 585
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tubing and Cheminert type fittings. The guard column, packed with

Chelex-100 resin, was placed at the outlet of pump A to remove the

trace amounts of transition metal ions which might be present in the

carrier buffer. The sample loop valve is constructed from two 4-way

pneumatically-actuated slide valves made of Teflon as shown in Figure

4.4. This valve has two positions, "load" and "inject". When valve

V is in "load" position, the standard or the sample is drawn through

the sampling loop by pump B until filled (Figure 4.4a). Next the

position of the valve V is switched to the "inject" position and the

standard or sample solution in the sample loop is delivered to the

electrochemical cell by the carrier buffer (Figure 4.4b). Sample

loops of 2.0 and 10.0 mL were prepared from 1.5-mm i.d. Teflon

tubing. Pneumatic activation of the valve is achieved with two 3-way

solenoid valves connected to the house high pressure air line.

The system is controlled by a PC microcomputer as shown in Figure

4.5. The solenoid valves (and thus the inject or load position of

the sample injection valve) and the on/off state of the pumps in the

system are controlled by switching the ac power to these devices with

solid state relays activated by signals from I/O lines of the

computer. The computer system also digitizes the recorder output

signal from the AA spectrophotometer. The software is discussed in

Appendix I.

Procedure

The microcomputer system controls the operational events of the

trace enrichment system such as switching the valve, loading the

sample, signal acquisition, and data processing as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.4. Operation of the trace enrichment system. a) Loading

the sample solution; b) injecting the sample solution.
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MICROCOMPUTER

Printer

Figure 4.5. Block diagram of system control and signal acquisition

components of the trace enrichment system.
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Figure 4.6. Operation flow chart of the trace enrichment system.
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Once the software is loaded and run option is chosen, pump A is

turned on. Initially, the user inputs the times for loading and

injecting the sample solution and the total data acquisition time and

manually sets the flow rate of pump A. Once the timing sequence is

started, the sample loop is switched to the load position and pump B

is turned on. The time for loading is determined by the sample loop

volume and the flow rate of pump B (about 10 mL/min). The loading

times were typically 30 and 100 s, respectively, for the 2- and 10-mL

sample loops. Usually 2 to 3 loop volumes of solution are used to

fill or rinse the sample loop. After the sample loading period, the

sample loop valve is switched to the inject position and a beeper

sounds to alert the operator to immediately change the potential

applied to the electrochemical cell to a value sufficient to deposit

the analyte ions onto the working electrode. During the deposition

step, pump A .was manually adjusted to provide a carrier stream flow

rate of 1.0 mL/min for routine studies and to other values in flow

rate studies. After the sample injection (deposition) period,

typically 300 s, the position of valve V is switched to the "load"

position (Figure 4.4b) and a beeper sounds to signal the operator to

increase the flow rate of the carrier buffer to 5.0 mL/min and to

switch the potential applied to the electrochemical cell so as to

oxidize the deposited metal from the working electrode. The plug of

stripped meta', ions is carried into the nebulizer capillary tube of

the flame AA spectrophotometer which serves as a specific detector

for transition metal ions. A transient, peak-shaped absorbance

signal is obtained.

A variable flow rate nebulizer was used with the aspiration rate
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of the sample solution adjusted to the point that the nebulization

gas just starts blowing out the sample capillary tube of the

nebulizer. The carrier buffer stream is forced into the nebulizer by

pump A. An air-acetylene flame was used. The analysis wavelengths

used are 324.8 nm for Cu, 214.5 nm for Cd, and 273.7 for Hg.

To determine the plating efficiency of the cell, first the

injection peak due to of the sample solution is obtained at the same

flow rate used for during the stripping step with the cell. The

electrochemical cell is replaced by a coupler so that the injected

sample solution is nebulized directly into the AA using pump A. The

absorbance profile is obtained and integrated to compute area of the

injection peak (Ai). Then the electrochemical cell is connected

and the stripping peak of the sample solution is obtained (As).

The plating efficiency of the cell (E) is computed from (As/Ai) x

100.

Normally, three runs of each test solution were made and the mean

and standard deviation were calculated. The standard deviation (s)

in the plating efficiency was estimated from s = E[(ss/As)2 +

(si/A02)1/2
where ss and si are the standard deviations in As

and Ai, respectively.

The software calculates the peak height and peak area. The

absorbance profile of the stripping peak is displayed on the

microcomputer monitor, recorded with a chart recorder, and saved as a

file.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A very important factor when considering continuous on-line

preconcentration is the maintenance of controlled hydrodynamics so

that the reduction efficiency of the cell remains constant at a given

volume flow rate. An HPLC-type piston pump was used to provide an

accurate and reproducible flow rate even if the pressure required

changes to maintain a constant flow rate. The automation of the

on-line trace enrichment system with a PC microcomputer allows all

timing operations to be controlled with high reproducibility.

Because the working/auxiliary electrode assembly is handmade and

assembled, the flow characteristics can change when the electrode

assembly is replaced. It is important, therefore, to determine the

reduction efficiency for each new electrode assembly installed in the

cell. In practice this is not a disadvantage as the lifetime of a

given electrode assembly was at least a few weeks.

Dependence of the Reduction Efficiency on the Flow-rate

From the point of trace enrichment, the reduction efficiency of

trace metal ions by the electrochemical cell should be as complete as

possible. As seen from Figure 4.7, the cell plating efficiency for

Hg(II) is near quantitative at flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, (i.e., the

areas of the injection peak and the stripping peak are essentially

the same). As the flow-rate is increased the efficiency of the cell

gradually decreases. This is attributed to a shorter contact time

between Hg(II) and the working electrode at higher flow rates. A

similar study with Cu21- showed that the reduction efficiency
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Figure 4.7 Effect of flow rate on the reduction efficiency of 3.2

u.g/mL Hg(II). Deposition time, 3 min, deposition potential, -0.6 V;

stripping potential, +0.6 V; stripping flow rate, 5 mL/min. The

error bars 1-dicate ±s where s is the standard deviation.
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decreased from 100% to 90% when the flow rate was increased from 1.0 to

1.5 mL/min. For further studies a deposition flow rate of 1.0 mL/min

was used to ensure that the reduction efficiency was at or near 100%.

Applications in Trace Enrichment of Transition Metal Ions

To demonstrate the capabilities of the flow-through

electrochemical cell for trace enrichment of transition metal ions, the

determination of Cu2+, Cd2+, and Hg 2+ was tested. The enrichment

studies were conducted with a 2-mL sampling loop for all three metal

ions and with a 10-mL sampling loop for Hg24-.

Typical elution profiles for Hg2+, shown in Figure 4.8, are seen

to be basically Gaussian in shape with small degree of tailing.

Similar elution peak shapes were observed for Cu2+ and Cd2+. The

half width of the elution peak is about 7 s or 0.6 mL (eluting flow

rate is 5.0 mL/min). The half width of the elution peak obtained with

the ion exchange trace enrichment system, developed by Liu and Ingle

(15), is about 2.5 s or 0.25 mL. With a 2-mL sample loop, the

half-width of the injection peak is typically 25 s or 2 mL.

Calibration plots in terms of peak height and area for Cu2+

Cd2+, and Hg2+ with a 2-mL sample loop volume are shown in Figures

4.9 through 4.11. The calibration plot data are the average of

triplicate runs. As shown in Figure 4.9, the calibration plots for

Cu2+ and Cd 2+ are linear up to at least 3 and 0.3 ug/mL, respectively.

For Hg2+, with a 2-mL sample loop, the calibration plots for

injection peaks based on height and area and for the stripping peak

based on area are linear up to 50 ug/mL. The calibration plot for the

stripping peak based on peak height is nonlinear which suggests that
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Figure 4.8 Typical elution profiles using a 10-mL sample loop. (a) 1

ug/mL Hg(II). (b) 3 ug/mL Hg(II). (c) 10 ug/mL Hg(II). Deposition

time, 7 min; deposition flow rate, 1 mL/min; deposition potential, -0.6

V vs. Ag/AgC1 reference electrode; stripping potential, +0.6 V;

stripping flow rate, 5 mL/min.
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Figure 4.9 Calibration plots for copper using a 2-mL sample loop. (A)

Based on peak areas; (B) based on peak heights; curve a, injection

peak; curve b, stripping peak. For the stripping peak, deposition flow

rate, 1 mL/min; deposition potential, -0.4 V; stripping flow rate, 5

mL/min; stripping potential, +0.4 V. The error bars indicate ts where

s is the standard deviation.
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Figure 4.10 Calibration plots for cadmium using a 2-mi. sample loop.

(A) Based on peak areas; (B) based on peak heights; curve a, injection

peak; curve b, the stripping peak. For the stripping peak, deposition

flow rate, 1 mL/min; deposition potential, -1.4 V; stripping flow rate,

5 mL/min; stripping potential, +1.4 V. The error bars indicate ±s

where s is the standard deviation.
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Figure 4.11 Calibration plots for mercury using a 2-mL sample loop.

(A) Based on peak areas; (B) based on peak heights; curve a, injection

peak; curve b; the stripping peak. For the stripping peak, deposition

flow rate, 1 mL/min; deposition potential, -0.6 V; stripping flow rate,

5 mL/min; stripping potential, +0.6 V. The error bars indicate is

where s is the standard deviation.
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the peak shape varies with the amount of Hg(II) deposited. Calibration

plots for Hg2+, with a 10-mL sample loop are shown in Figure 4.12.

The calibration plots are linear up to at least 10 u.g/mL. Typically,

the RSD varied from 1 to 5%.

Results of the trace enrichment studies are summarized in Table

4.2. The preconcentration factor is 3 to 4 with a 2-mL sample loop and

is estimated to be 15 to 20 with a 10-mL sample loop. Because the top

of the injection peak is flat, the injection peak height calibration

slope is identical to the slope that would be obtained with continuous

pumping of the sample solution into the aspirator. The reduction

efficiency varies from 80 to 100%. The variation is ascribed to

differences in the packing efficiency of the electrode assembly in the

cell.

Detection limits under different conditions are compared in Table

4.3. In general, the trace enrichment improves detection limits by

factors of 3-19 depending on the sample loop volume. The improvements

are directly related to the increase in the calibration slope.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of a flow-through electrochemical cell based on an RVC

porous electrode is shown to be a viable technique for on-line

preconcentration of transition metal ions before detection with a flame

AA spectrophotometer. Detection limits are improved by a factor of 3

to 4 with a 2-mL sample loop and of 15 to 20 with a 1O -mL sample loop.

These improvements are significant as they allow determination of some
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Figure 4.12 Calibration plots for mercury using a 10-mL sample loop.

(A) Based on peak areas; (B) based on peak heights; curve a injection

peak; curve b, stripping peak, deposition flow rate, 1 mL/min;

deposition potential, -0.6 V; stripping flow rate, 5 mL/min; stripping

potential, 4-0.6 V. The error bars indicate ±s where s is the standard

deviation.



Table 4.2. Calibration data and performance factors for the on-line electrochemical trace

enrichment system.

Element Sample Loop Calibration Slope Calibration Slope Preconcentration Reduction
Volume (area/ug/mL) (A.U./ug/mL) Factora Efficiencyb

(mL) (%)
Injection Stripping Injection Stripping

Blank
SDc
(A.U.)

peak peak peak peak

Cu 2 125 102 0.0509 0.150 3 82 0.0004

Cd 2 1.02 x 103 807 0.283 1.23 4 80 0.0003

Hg 2 3 3 0.0011 0.0030 3 100 0.0004

Ng 10 25 0.0204 19d 0.0004

aThe ratio of the peak height calibration slope of the stripping peak to the peak height calibration slope
of the injection peak.

b
Based on the ratio of the peak area calibration slope of the stripping peak to the peak area calibration
slope of the injection peak.

cStandard deviation of blank stripping peak height.

dEstimated with the calibration slope of the injection peak with the 2 -mL sample loop.
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Table 4.3. Comparison of detection limits for Cu, Cd, and Hg.

Detection Limit

(ng/mL)

Element Cu Cd Hq
Condition

Variana 3 0.6 2 x 102

Experimentalb 16 2 7 x 102

2-mL sample loops 5 0.5 2 x 102

10-mL sample loop 40

aFrom Manufacturer's Literature

bDetection limits are calculated from DL = 2sbk sbk is the
blank standard deviation in A.U. and m is the calibration curve slope
of the injection peak based on peak height.

cDetection limits are calculated from DL = 2sbk /m where shk is
the blank standard deviation in A.U. and m is the calibration curve
slope of the stripping peak based on peak height.
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transition metals in environmental samples that would not be possible

with conventional flame AA spectrophotometry except with time-consuming

off-line or manual preconcentration techniques. Analysis times per

sample or standard of 5 and 15 min are required with the 2 and 10-mL

sample loops, respectively. The deposition efficiency of the porous

working electrode varies from about 80% to quantitative at flow rates

of 1 mL/min or lower. Clearly, the cell could be used with other

detection techniques such as ICP emission spectrometry or ICP-MS. The

detection limits are not as good as with conventional ASV with

deposition times equal to the analysis time. Some selectivity can be

achieved in the analysis by carefully controlling the potential of the

working electrode during the deposition and the stripping step.

The electrochemical preconcentration system does have some

limitations in comparison to a similar preconcentration system based on

a Chelex-100 column (15). First the electrochemical method can only be

used for metals that are efficiently reduced in the potential window of

the cell. The high surface area of the cell that provides good

reduction efficiency also results in a very high residual current at

potentials more negative than -0.6 V such that the cell potential

cannot be controlled effectively. Thus, Pb2+ and Zn2+, which are

easily determined with ASV, cannot be determined with the flow cell.

The preconcentration factor with the cell is about half that with a

Chelex-100 column because the stripped metal is dispersed in a larger

volume of the carrier stream. This may be due to differences in the

kinetics of stripping or void volumes. Also with the cell, the metal

is simultaneously stripped over the complete length of RVC cylinder.

In contrast, the elution of metal ions retained by :he resin occurs
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from the front to the back of the column as the plug of stripping

reagent moves through the cell. To achieve good reduction efficiency

with the cell, the deposition flow rate must be about 1 mL/min. With a

Chelex column, the flow rate can be 5-10 mL/min which reduces the

analysis time considerably. Possibly a cell could be designed that is

useful at higher flow rates by using a longer RVC cylinder or RVC or

another material with more and smaller pores and greater surface area.

Leaking due to higher pressures and higher residual current leading to

problems controlling the cell potential are important considerations.

As with the Chelex-100 column technique, a portion of a given type

metal ion may be tied up as nonlabile complexes which will not be

preconcentrated. The use of flow-through cell to obtain speciation

information is discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

DETERMINATION OF SPECIATION OF COPPER(II) IN

NATURAL WATERS WITH AN ON-LINE ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL

AND CHELEX-100 ION EXCHANGE COLUMN SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Metals in natural waters may be complexed by wide variety of

ligands. In fresh waters fulvic, humic, and tannic acids are often

the dominant ligands (1, 2). One aim of speciation analysis is to

determine different physicochemical forms of an element that together

make up its total concentration of that element in a water sample.

Because each physicochemical form of an element can have a different

toxicity, analysis of a water sample for total metal concentration

alone does not provide sufficient information to predict toxicity.

Knowledge of chemical speciation of trace metals in natural waters is

also important for understanding the biological or the geochemical

cycling of elements.

Ion exchange separation with Chelex-100 is one of the important

techniques used for determining the speciation of trace metals in

natural waters (3) because it is relatively simple and almost free of

contamination. In this technique the sample solution is placed in

contact with the resin in a column or batch mode, and the metal ions

retained by the resin are removed and determined. It is used for
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separation of dissolved metal species into two classes which have

been termed as "Chelex labile" and "Chelex non-labile" species.

"Chelex labile" species include hydrated metal ions and some weakly

complexed or bound metal species that are likely to dissociate and

contribute to the fraction of metal species retained by the resin.

"Chelex non-labile" species include strong metal complexes with slow

dissociation kinetics. This classification is important because it

may provide the speciation information about the main classes of

toxic and non-toxic trace metals in natural waters (4).

ASV is the most widely used electrochemical technique for

determining trace metal speciation in natural waters. ASV provides

speciation information based on "ASV labile" and "ASV inert"

discrimination. "ASV labile" species are hydrated metal ions and

metal complexes which dissociate rapidly in the diffusion layer to

free electroreducible forms, yielding an ASV signal. Florence (5)

has discussed correlation between "ASV labile" measurements and the

toxic fraction of the metal. As shown in Table 5.1, ASV-labile

copper, determined in sea water, correlated reasonably well with

copper toxicity towards marine diatom Nitzschia closterium when

natural complexing agents, including fulvic, humic, tannic, and

alginic acids, and hydrated iron oxide, were present in the growth

medium. However, when synthetic ligands such as nitrilotriacetic

acid (NTA), oxine, or ethylxanthate were present, there was no

sensible correlation. The "ASV labile" metal fraction may therefore

be a simple and reasonable indicator of the toxic fraction of a given

metal in natural waters, but could be inapplicable synthetic

ligands are present.
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Table 5.1. Correlation between ASV-labile and toxic fractions of

copper in seawater using the marine diatom Nitzschia closterium.

Ligand and
concentration'

Copper
(M x 107)

ASV-labile
fractionb (%) Toxic fraction'

(%)0.6 V 1.3 V

Fulvic acid, 1 x 10-5 M 3.2 1.5 2.9 7.5
Tannic acid, 6 x 10-7 M 3.2 5.5 10.5 12.5
Iron -humic colloid° 3.2 70 74 60
NIA ` 2 x 10 -5 M 3.2 100 100 20
LAS,' 0.5 mg I' ' 3.2 65 100 25
°zinc, 5 x 10-K M 0.32 64 100 >100
DMP,r 5 x 10-* M 0.32 2.5 >100
Ethylxanthate, 2 X l0-6 M 3.2 10.5 48 >100

aTabie from reference 5; reprinted without permission.

bpH 8.2, with deposition potential of -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

cFraction of added copper appearing toxic compared with ligand-free

solution.

d1.0 mg/L Fe 5.3 mg/L humic acid.

eNTA = nitrilotriacetic acid.

fLAS = linear alkylbenzene sulfonate.

gDMP = 2,9-dimethy1-1,10-phenanthroline.
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By combining a number of physicochemical separation procedures, a

plethora of schemes has been devised to divide the total metal

concentration into operationally defined classes of metal species (6,

7). In many instances ion exchange separation with Chelex-100 is

combined with ASV measurements. Most of the measurement schemes

reported so far involve rather complex and time-consuming analytical

procedures in an attempt to classify as many fractions of metal

species in natural waters as possible. These techniques do not

produce a distinct classification of different forms of metal species

and are very difficult to adapt as routine methods of analysis as

they are very time consuming.

This chapter presents speciation studies of Cu(II) in synthetic

samples with humic acid and in natural waters using ASV and an

on-line Chelex-100 ion exchange column technique developed by Liu and

Ingle (8). The speciation studies were done in two modes, batch and

on-line. Studies in the batch mode were accomplished by using a

conventional electrochemical cell with a static mercury drop working

electrode. The on-line determination of the speciation of Cu(II) was

implemented with three configurations involving preconcentration on

the surface of an electrode or by Chelex-100 resin following by

stripping and detection with flame AA spectrophotometery. In the

first configuration, a plug of sample was pumped to a flow-through

electrochemical cell, based on RVC as a working electrode, where the

analyte ion was plated. Later the Cu(II) plated was stripped at a

sufficiently anodic potential and carried to the detector system. In

the second configuration (cell-column), the sample solution was

passed sequentially through the electrochemical cell and a Chelex
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column. The Cu(II) retained by the cell and the resin was then

sequentially stripped and detected. In the third configuration,

(column-cell), the positions of the cell and the column were

reversed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and Solutions

All reacents were of analytical grade and used as received unless

otherwise s:ecified. Deionied water from a Millipore Milli-0 system

connected to the house deionized water was used for all aqueous

solution preparation.

The electrolyte buffer and carrier stream solution for flow

measurements was a solution of 0.05 M NH4Ac/0.01 M HAc at pH 5.4.

The buffer as made by dilution of 5 M NH4Ac/1 M HAc stock

solution. 1. solution of 0.025 M cysteine/0.5 M NH4OH/2.0 M

NH4NO3 4as _sed as a stripping reagent (SR) for Cu2+ (10). The

resin regeneration solution was 2 M NH4OH (10).

A stock solution of 1000 mg/L Cu2+ in 0.1% HNO3 was prepared

from dissolution of CuSO45H20. Copper test solutions of lower

concentrations were prepared in 0.05 M NH4Ac/0.01 M HAc buffer as

needed and stored in dedicated volumetric flasks.

A humic acid solution was prepared by dissolving 100 mg of humic

acid (sodiu7 salt) from Aldrich Chemical Co. in 1 L deionized water,

then filter'7g the solution through an acid-cleaned 0.40 um Nuclepore

filter. Test solutions of humic acid and Cu(II) were made by
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diluting an appropriate aliquot of the stock Cu(II) solution, 1 mL of

the concentrated NH4Ac/HAc buffer, and 8 mL of humic acid solution

to 100 mL.

Chelex-100 resin of 100-200 mesh in the Na+ form was purchased

from Bio-Rad. Before use, the resin was treated with 2.0 M HNO3

and 2.0 M NH4OH and then converted into NH4+ form as described

previously (9).

River water samples were collected from the Willamette River at

the north boat ramp in Corvallis, OR with polyethylene plastic

bottles. The polyethylene plastic bottles were cleaned with HNO3

and deionized water and then conditioned with same river water sample

before sampling for analysis. Immediately after sampling, the river

water samples were filtered through a precleaned 0.4 um Nuclepore

membrane filter and buffered at pH 5.4 by addition of 1.0 mL of

concentrated NH4Ac/HAc buffer per liter of sample. A portion of

filtered and buffered water sample was spiked with an aliquot of the

1000 mg/L Cu(II) stock solution to provide the desired increase in

Cu(II) concentration. Sample solutions were allowed to stand for 8

to 12 h before measurement.

Column and Cell Preparation

Altex microbore glass columns (3 mm i.d. x 50 mm), modified as

reported previously (10), were packed with the water-slurries of

Chelex-100 resin and used in the experiments. The 'low-through

electrochemical cell was packed with RVC working electrode, Ag/AgC1

reference electrode, and Pt gauze auxiliary electrode as described

previously in chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Speciation Studies in the Batch Mode

The speciation studies by ASV in the batch mode were performed

using a PARC model 264A polarographic analyzer. The polarographic

analyzer was connected to a PARC model 303A SMDE module. The cell

and the electrodes were rinsed carefully with deionized water.

Exactly 10.0 mL of the test solution was added to the cell using a

volumetric pipet. The sample solution was degassed with N2 for 4

min to remove 02. The stirring rate was adjusted to the slow

setting. A mercury electrode drop size of small was selected.

Cu(II) was deposited into the mercury electrode at -0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1

for 100 s. After an equilibrium time of 30 s, the working electrode

potential was swept anodic at 10 mV/s using the differential pulse

mode with a pulse height of 25 mV.

The peak current due to oxidized Cu was taken as the analytical

signal. Measurements were blank corrected by subtracting the

baseline current measured at the peak potential for Cu(II) from blank

runs of the electrolyte buffer. The "ASV labile" fraction (F) of

Cu(II) was calculated from (i
p ) c /(i p

)
s x 100 where (i

p
)
c is the peak

current for Cu(II) in a complexing medium and (ip)s is the peak

current due to a Cu(II) standard containing the same concentration of

Cu(II). Normally 3 runs were conducted to calculate the mean and

standard deviation. The relative standard deviation (RSD) in the

determined labile fraction was estimated as RSD = F[((sp)c /(ip)c)2

((s
p ) s/(i p ) s)211/2 where (sp)c and (sp)s are the standard deviation

in (i
p

)

c
and (i

p
)
s, respectively.
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General Aspects of Measurements in the On-line Mode

Speciation studies in on-line mode were done using four

configurations: 1) only the electrochemical cell; 2) cell-column (the

sample solution is passed through the electrochemical cell and then

the column packed with Chelex-100); 3) column-cell (the sample flows

sequentially through the column and cell); 4) column only. For all

configurations, unless otherwise noted, a 2.0-mL sample loop was used

and the sample solution was injected into the carrier stream and

delivered to the cell and/or the column at 1.0 mL/min. The sample

loop volumes for the SR and NH4OH were 1.0 mL. Retained Cu(II) was

stripped at 5.0 mL/min and was carried to the nebulizer of the AA

flame spectrophotometer and a peak-shaped response was recorded. An

air-acetylene flame and 324.8-nm analysis wavelength were used.

For every test solution, an "injection peak" was obtained. The

exit port of the sample loop valve was connected directly to the

tubing leading to the nebulizer of the AA spectrophotometer. The

peak area and height of the injection and stripping peaks were

computed.

The arrangement of components for the on-line speciation studies

is depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Many of the major components and

their arrangement and the operational aspects of the system are

identical or similar to a dual-column ion exchange trace enrichment

system previously reported (8). Major differences include the use of

an electrochemical cell in place of one of the columns and a

different microcomputer hardware and software system. Most of the

components are identified in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.



Figure 5.1. Block diagram of flow and detector components of the

preconcentration and detection system for the cell-column

configuration. The positions of the cell and Chelex column are

reversed in the column-cell configuration.
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Figure 5.2. Block diagram of system control and data acquisition

components of the trace enrichment system.
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Speciation Studies with the Flow-Through Electrochemical Cell

The arrangement of components and the operation of the system for

configuration 1, involving only the cell, is the same as described in

the chapter 4 of this thesis. Effectively, valves V5, V4, V4', and

V6 in Figure 5.1 were replaced with couplers so that the carrier

stream pump A, the sample loop valve (V1), cell, and AA nebulizer

were in series. Cu(II) was deposited onto the working electrode at

-0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1 for 300 s at a flow rate of 1 miimin. The

deposited Cu was oxidized by applying +0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1 at flow rate

of 5 mL/min.

Speciation Studies with the Cell-Column Configuration

The operation of the system used in the cell-column configuration

consists of the following steps. Valves V2 and V3 are not used.

Initially the cell potential is set to +0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1 and pump A

is set to a flow rate of 1 mL/min. In step one (Figure 5.3), the

test, SR and 2 M NH4OH solutions are loaded into their sampling

loops (V1, V8, V9) by peristaltic pumps B and D and pump A is turned

on. This process takes 20 s. In step two (Figure 5.4), the

positions of the sample injection valves V1, V8, and V9 are switched

simultaneously to the "inject" position and carrier buffer from pump

A pushes the test solution plug in the sample loop to the

flow-through electrochemical cell and the Chelex column

sequentially. At the same time the valves are switched, a beeper

sounds to sicnal the user to change the potential applied to the

working electrode of the flow-through cell to -0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1 to

reduce Cu(IF in the test solution; this process takes 300 s. At the
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Figure 5.3. Operation sequence of the cell-column and the column-cell

speciation schemes. Step One: loading the sample, SR, and NH4OH.
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Figure 5.4. Operation sequence of the cell-column and the column-cell

configurations. Step Two: injecting the sample.
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end of the deposition period, pump A is turned off and a beeper

sounds to alert the operator to disconnect the Chelex column, to

connect the outlet of V4 directly to the AA nebulizer, and to

increase the flow rate setting of pump A to 5 mL /min. The user then

strikes a key on the keyboard to initiate step three (Figure 5.5) and

the user immediately adjusts the potential applied to the working

electrode to +0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl. The Cu retained on the working

electrode of the flow-through cell is stripped and eluted at 5.0

mL/min. The band of Cu(II) is carried directly into the nebulizer of

the flame AA spectrophotometer and the transient AA signal produced

is recorded. The Chelex column was removed before the stripping step

because during many experiments it was observed that the pressure

generated in the system at a flow rate of 5.0 mL/min caused the

flow-through cell to leak.

After the cell stripping step, which has duration of 60 s, a

beeper sounds and the carrier buffer flow is momentarily halted. The

Chelex column is connected back in the system and the electrochemical

cell is disconnected from V6. The user strikes a key on the keyboard

to initiate step 4 (Figure 5.6). The positions of valves V5 and V6

are switched so that the carrier buffer stream is redirected to push

the SR and the 2 M NH4OH solutions in V8 and V9 to elute the Cu(II)

retained on the Chelex column for a period of 60 s. The eluted

Cu(II) in the SR plug is carried to the nebulizer of the AA

spectrophotometer and the second elution peak is recorded. Finally

the flow-through cell is connected back in the system and all valves

are switched back to their initial position.
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Figure 5.5. Operation sequence of the cell-column configuration. Step

Three: eluting the electrochemical cell.



Figure 5.6. Operation sequence of the cell-column configuration. Step

Four: eluting the Chelex-100 column.
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Speciation Studies with the Column-Cell Configuration

The operation of the system in the column-cell configuration

consists of the following steps. Note that valves V8 and V9 are not

used and valve V5 is connected directly to valve V6 as shown in

Figure 5.7. In step one (Figure 5.3), the sample solution, SR, and

2M NH4OH are loaded into their sampling loops (V1, V2, V3) by

peristaltic pumps B and C for a period of 20 s. In step two (Figure

5.4), a beeper sounds and the positions of valves V1, V2, and V3 are

switched simultaneously to the "inject" position and the carrier

buffer pushes the test solution plug to the Chelex column and the

flow-through cell sequentially; this step takes 300 s. The beeper

signals the user to change the potential applied to the working

electrode to the deposition potential (-0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1). In step

three (Figure 5.7), a beeper sounds to alert the user to increase the

carrier buffer flow rate is to 5.0 mL/min. The positions of the

valves V4, V4', V6, and V7 are switched simultaneously and the

carrier buffer stream is directed to push the SR and 2 M NH4OH

solutions in V2 and V3 to the Chelex-100 column to elute the Cu(II)

retained on this column. The plug of SR carries the Cu(II) directly

into the nebulizer of the AA spectrophotometer and a transient AA

signal produced is recorded. In step four (Figure 5.8), the

positions of valves V5, V6, and V7 are switched so that the carrier

buffer passes through the flow-through cell. A beeper sounds at the

beginning of this step to signal the user to switch the potential

applied to the working electrode to +0.4 V vs Ag/AgC1 to oxidize the

Cu deposited on the working electrode. The carrier buffer carries

the oxidized Cu to the nebulizer of AA spectrophotometer. The
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Figure 5.7. Operation sequence of the column-cell configuration. Step

Three: eluting the Chelex-100 column.
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transient AA signal produced is recorded. Steps three and four each

take 60 s. Finally, the positions of all valves are switched back to

their original positions and the flow rate setting is changed back to

1.0 mL/min.

Speciation Studies With the Column-Only Configuration

A few experiments were carried out in the single column

configuration to test the efficiency of preconcentration of the

Chelex-100 column and to evaluate the effect of flow rate on

speciation results. For these studies, operation was similar to the

column-cell configuration with the cell replaced by a coupler and

only steps 1 to 3 were implemented. For speciation studies, the

sample solution was injected and was stripped at 10 mL/min. The

injection period was reduced to 40 s.

Computer Control and Software

A PC (IBM compatible) microcomputer is interfaced with the

system. It is programmed to control the operation of the system

including switching the valves to direct the flow path, loading the

test, SR and NH4OH solutions, signal acquisition and data

processing. The operator inputs the times for all steps before a

sequence is initiated. The software reports the peak height and peak

area for both stripping peaks and the retention time (relative to the

time of initiating the stripping step) for the Chelex-100 column

peak.

The labile fraction (L) of Cu(II) for the cell or for the

Chelex-100 column is calculated from (Ac/Ai) x 100 where Ac is
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the area of the peak obtained for test solution containing complexing

agents and Ai is the area of the injection peak obtained with the

same concentration of Cu(II). Normally, 3 repetitive runs were

conducted to calculate the mean and standard deviation. The RSD in

the determined labile fraction was estimated as RSD = L[(sc/Ac)2 +

(si/Ai )211/2
where sc and si are standard deviations in Ac and

Ai, respectively. A similar procedure was used to evaluate the

efficiency of preconcentration for test solutions of Cu(II) without

complexation agents.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Speciation Studies Using ASV in the Batch Mode

A conventional electrochemical cell with a static mercury drop

electrode was used to evaluate the speciation of Cu(II) in synthetic

samples with humic acid and in natural waters. ASV voltammograms

were obtained for Cu(II) standards and for 8 mg/L humic acid or river

water spiked with the same concentration of Cu(II). The anodic peak

due to stripped Cu had a peak maximum at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl.

The results presented in Table 5.2 for 400 ng/mL (6.4 0) Cu(II)

indicate that a larger fraction of Cu(II) is "ASV labile" in the

river water (93%) compared to that in the humic acid solution (78%).

Apparently more Cu(II) is complexed strongly by humic acid than by

the complexing agents in the river %dater sample. The fraction of

"ASV labile" Cu(II) decreases slightly at lower Cu(II) concentrations.

In general, is expected that a larger fraction of Cu(II) would be
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Table 5.2. ASV speciation studies in the batch mode with a static

mercury drop electrode.a

Cu(II) Conc. Solutionb ASV-labile FractionC
(ng/mL) (%)

400 River Water 93 (2.8)

400 8 mg/L HA 78 (3.8)

10 River Water 77 (1.3)

200 8 mg/L HA 64 (1.4)

aDeposition potential of -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

blest solutions contained the Cu(II) concentration specified in

first column in 0.05 M NH4Ac/0.01 M HAc at pH 5.4.

cFigures in the parenthesis are the percent RSD from three runs.
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complexed at lower Cu(II) concentrations because humic material

ligands are actually a multitude of species with complexing sites of

different strengths (18). Hence, the fraction of ligands with

stronger sites will dominate more at lower Cu(II) concentrations.

Speciation Studies in the On-line Mode

Initial studies

The cell-only and column-only configurations were tested with

Cu(II) standards in the buffer solution. When the electrochemical

cell and the Chelex-100 column are loaded with an equivalent number

of moles of Cu(II), the elution peak height for the cell is generally

less than that for the column as shown in Table 5.3. This occurs

because the dispersion of the peaks differs due to the differences in

the stripping flow paths to the detector and the mechanism of

elution. As shown in Table 5.3, the peak areas for equivalent

amounts of free Cu(II) ions retained by the cell and the Chelex-100

are not statistically different from the area of the injection peak.

Therefore, peak area was used to quantitate the amount of Cu(II) for

all further studies. The detection limits for Cu(II) with the cell

and column configurations are estimated to be 2 and 1 ng/mL,

respectively, as based on the standard deviations in the blank area

of 0.39 and 0.25. If the peak height is used as the analytical

signal, the detection limits are 1 and 5 ng/mL for the column and

cell configurations, respectively, based on the blank standard

deviations of 5.3 x 10-4 and 8.7 x 10-4 A.U.

Before speciation studies, similar efficiency tests were run to

check the cell and column. In some cases the mean reduction



Table 5.3. Comparison of the peaks obtained using the flow-through cell and the Chelex-100 column

with the injection peak.a

Peak Areab Peak Heightb Peak
(A.U.) Half Width

(s)

Preconcentrationb
Factor

Cell Peak 186 (4.1) 0.132 (5.3) 4.7 4.1

Column Peak 191 (1.6) 0.364 (1.6) 2.1 10

Injection Peak 191 (4.0) 0.035 (5.7) 15.2

aTest solution: 400 ng/mL Cu(II).

bNumbers in parenthesis are RSD from three runs.

bRatio of the cell/column peak height to the injection peak height.
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efficiency of the cell was less than 95%. In this case, the cell was

repacked and tested until greater than 95% reduction efficiency was

obtained.

Speciation studies using the flow-through cell

ASV with solid electrodes suffers from the problem that the

surface of the working electrode becomes coated with the organic

matter present in the sample solution (5). The adsorbed layer of

organic matter can hinder the diffusion of metal ions and decrease

the diffusion current. As a result, the determined "ASV labile"

fraction can decrease with each successive run.

This problem was encountered when working with the flow-through

RVC electrode. To minimize this problem the working electrode was

subjected to three cycles in which the potential was set +1.0 V for

30 s and to -1.0 V for 30 s after each successive run of a given test

solution containing complexing ligands. As shown from Figure 5.9,

the shape of the stripping peak changes between successive runs;

however, the peak area remains statistically equivalent. After five

successive runs with humic matter, the peak broadens significantly.

The cell was regenerated before the next different test solution was

run by passing the buffer solution through it and setting the cell

potential to +1.0 and -1.0 V for 10 min at each potential.

Table 5.4 lists the "ASV labile" fraction obtained for test

solutions containing three different concentrations of Cu(II) in 8

mg/L humic acid. The ASV labile fraction of 68% determined with the

flow-through cell is less than that was determined with the batch

electrochemical cell with the SMDE. With the conventional cell, the
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Table 5.4. ASV speciation studies using the flow-through

electrochemical cell.a

Cu(II) Concentrationb ASV-labile Fractions
(ng /mL) (%)

190 69 (3.2)

200 68 (6.3)

400 68 (3.9)

aDeposition potential of -0.4 V vs. Ag /AgC1.

blest solutions contained 8 mg/L humic acid in 0.05 M NH4Ac/0.01

M HAc at pH 5.4.

°Figures in the parenthesis are the percent RSD of three runs.
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time for dissociation based on the diffusion layer thickness with

slow stirring is estimated to be 2 ms (10). For the flow cell, the

void volume estimated from the RVC cylinder volume and porosity is

estimated to be 1.01 cm3 . This corresponds to a residence time of

60 s with the flow rate of 1 mL/min. Hence, the lower "ASV labile"

fraction determined with the flow-through cell is unexpected as the

time scale for dissociation should be greater than that in the batch

mode.

Several factors might contribute to the lower "ASV labile"

fraction determined with the flow-through cell. First, the effective

time for dissociation of metal complexes may be much less than the

60 s calculated. Dissociation of Cu(II) complexes is driven in part

by the reduction in the concentration of "free" Cu(II). The

concentration of "free" Cu(II) of the solution in the cell is

expected to decrease throughout the length of the RVC electrode and

to average to a value much greater than that at the the surface of

the mercury electrode in batch experiments during the deposition

period. Second, the kinetics of reduction of "free" or complexed

Cu(II) may differ between the RVC and Hg surfaces (19). Third, the

RVC electrode is more susceptible than the Hg electrode to coating by

humic matter because a new mercury drop is used for each run.

It may be that the reduction efficiency of the cell decreases

during the deposition step due to coating. If the cell is not

conditioned at 1.0 and -1.0 V between individual runs as described

previously, the peak area decreases about 13% for each successive run

of a 200 ng/mL Cu(II) and 8 mg/L humic acid solution.
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Speciation studies with the cell-column configuration

With the cell-column configuration, the dissolved trace metal

species in the water sample are separated into two fractions. The

amount of Cu(II) deposited on the RVC electrode is taken as measure

of the so called "ASV labile" species. The Chelex column retains

those species which are "ASV-inert" (i.e., not reduced at the RVC

electrode) but "Chelex-labile".

An example of AA signal profiles produced by the cell-column

system is shown in figure 5.10. Peak I is the elution peak from the

electrochemical cell and peak II is the elution peak from the

Chelex-100 column. As noted previously, the elution peak from the

cell is broader than that from column. Hence, the preconcentration

factor based on peak height is greater with the column as shown in

Table 5.3. The fact that a peak II is observed indicates that some

of the "ASV-inert" species in the humic acid solution are

"Chelex-labile". Similar results were obtained with the river water

sample.

The speciation results for Cu(II) in presence of humic acid and

river water are presented in Table 5.5 for the cell-column

configuration and and compared to those observed with other

configurations. The "ASV-labile" fraction of Cu(II) in humic acid is

64%. The "ASV-labile" and the "ASV-inert and Chelex-labile"

fractions of copper add up to 95%. However, this sum is not

statistically different from 100% based on the random error observed.

With the river water sample, larger fraction of Cu(II) is

"ASV-labile" than that in humic acid solution indicating that more

Cu(II) is strongly complexed in the humic acid solution. This agrees
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Figure 5.10. AA signal profile of an experimental run with the

cell-column configuration. Sample: 400 ng/mL Cu(II)

8 mg/L humic acid.
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Table 5.5. Speciation results for Cu(II) using different

experimental configurations.

Configurationa Sampleb ASV-labile Chelex-labile
Fractions Fractions

(%) (%)

Batch River water 93 (2.8)

Batch 8 mg/L HA 78 (3.8)

Cell 8 mg/L HA 68 (3.9)

Cell Column River water 71 (2.6) 30 (3.2)d

Cell-Column 8 mg/L HA 64 (3.4) 31 (3.9)d

Column-Cell River water ND 100 (2.1)

Column-Cell 8 mg/L HA ND 88 (4.2)

Columne River water ND 66 (2.4)

Columne 8 mg/L HA ND 47 (4.5)

aASV deposition potential of -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

bSolutions contained 400 ng/mL Cu(II) in 0.05 M NH4Ac/0.01 M HAc

at pH 5.4.

CFigures in parenthesis are the RSD of three successive runs. ND

indicates not detected.

d,
'Chelex-labile" and "ASV-inert".

eSample flow rate of 10 mL/min.
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with the results obtained in the batch ASV mode. The "ASV-labile"

and the "Chelex-labile" Cu(II) fractions in the river water sample

add up to 101%. As expected, the "ASV-labile" fractions of Cu(II)

determined in the humic acid solution with the cell-only and

cell-column configurations are not significantly different.

Speciation studies with the column-cell configuration

Typical speciation results obtained with the column-cell

configuration are depicted in Figure 5.11. As a second peak due to

Cu(II) deposited on the RVC electrode is not observed, it is clear

that an insignificant amount of "Chelex non-labile" Cu(II) is

"ASV-labile" in the humic acid solution. The same result was

observed with the river water sample.

As shown in Table 5.5, at a flow rate of 1.0 mL /min, 88% of the

Cu(II) is "Chelex labile" in the presence of humic acid. For the

river water sample, Cu(II) species are completely "Chelex labile".

Speciation studies with the column-only configuration

Measurements were made at a higher sample flow rate (10 mL/min)

with the column-only configuration. At flow rates greater than 1.5

mL/min, the reduction efficiency of the flow-through electrochemical

cell is significantly less than 100% and cannot be used to obtain the

"ASV labile" fraction.

As shown in the Table 5.5, the "Chelex labile" fraction decreases

in both humic acid and river water test solutions because there is

less time for dissociation of metal species in the column. This

trend is in agreement with those obtained by Liu and Ingle (16).
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column-cell configuration. Sample: 400 ng/mL Cu(II) +

8 mg/L humic acic.
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Overview of Speciation Experiments

To understand the results, it is important to understand the

basis of the "ASV labile" and "Chelex labile" definitions. As a

first approximation, the "ASV labile" fraction includes the aquo

complex of Cu(II) and Cu(II) complexes that dissociate within the

diffusion layer. The dissociation is driven by the reduction in the

concentration of the aquo Cu(II) complex near the electrode surface.

As the time scale that the species are within the diffusion layer is

typically on the order of milliseconds, simple inorganic complexes or

organic complexes that dissociate within milliseconds are expected to

contribute to the Cu(II) reduced.

"Chelex labile" species include the aquo complex of Cu(II) and

Cu(II) species that dissociate during the time scale of the

experiment. For column experiments, the solution is within the

column on the order of a second. For example with the column bed

size used (0.35 mL), the contact time has been estimated to be 7.2

and 0.72 s at flow rates of 1 and 10 mL/min (12). As with ASV, the

dissociation is driven by the reduction in the concentration of the

aquo Cu(II) complex in the void volume within the column. Because

the time scale for dissociation with the Chelex technique is much

greater than that with ASV measurements, the "Chelex labile" fraction

is expected to be always equal to or larger than the "ASV labile"

fraction. The "Chelex labile" fraction decreases with greater flow

rates or smaller contact times in column experiments (17), but even

at 10 mL /min. the dissociation time is much greater with the Chelex

technique.

Interpretation of the results is even more complex than discussed
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above. As previously noted, ASV measurements can be complicated by

the coating of the electrode surface by organic matter. Also the

"ASV labile" can be greater than expected due to direct reduction of

metal complexes before dissociation. The "Chelex labile" fraction

may be greater than expected due to ligand exchange reactions between

the organic ligand binding the Cu(II) in solution and the

iminodiacetic acid groups on the resin (12).

In the past researchers have applied both ASV and Chelex-100

techniques to the same sample (11, 15). Usually these techniques

have been applied to separate portions of the sample in the

batch-mode (i.e., off-line column or batch Chelex experiments and ASV

experiments with a thin-layer coated Hg electrode) (3). In some

cases, the "ASV-labile" fraction has been determined before and after

the sample has been placed in contact with Chelex-100 resin (15).

The experiments in this thesis are unique in that the on-line mode

was used for both ASV and Chelex experiments which allows the

"non-labile fraction" of each technique to be examined with the other

technique. Also, it appears that "ASV labile" species have not been

determined previously by a flow cell technique.

It is difficult to compare the speciation results obtained to

those in the literature because the test solutions and measurement

conditions were different. Data presented by Florence (13) show that

for a sample solution containing 20 ng/mL Cu(II) and 6.4 mg/L humic

acid at pH 8.2 in sea water, the "ASV labile" fraction of Cu(II) in

humic matter was 81%, when copper was deposited at -0.6 V vs Ag/AgC1,

and the "Chelex labile" fraction was 100%. Generally is has been

reported that the "Chelex labile" fraction in given water sample is
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greater than the "ASV labile" fraction (13, 14) for the reasons

specified above.

CONCLUSIONS

The automated electrochemical cell-Chelex column detection system

developed is a unique tool for studying the speciation of metal

ions. The on-line nature and automation of the system minimizes

operator sample manipulation and makes it more suitable for routine

studies. The detection of the ASV stripping peak by atomic

spectrometry is also unique.

When ASV and Chelex-100 ion exchange techniques were applied to

the same test solutions of river water and humic acid, the speciation

of Cu(II) determined varied with the technique. The "ASV labile"

fraction of Cu(II) obtained with the conventional electrochemical

cell is larger than that obtained with the flow-through

electrochemical cell. This may be attributed to a shorter effective

dissociation time for the flow-through cell or a reduced reduction

efficiency due to coating of the electrode with humic material. The

determined "Chelex labile" fraction at flow rate of 1.0 mL/min is

greater than the "ASV labile" fraction obtained with either of the

electrochemical cells. This is consistent with experiments performed

in the cell-column configuration which showed that some of the

"ASV-inert" species are "Chelex-labile". In the column-cell

configuration, the Chelex resin retained all the added Cu(II) in the

river water sample and about 88% of Cu(II) in the humic acid test
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solution. The "Chelex non-labile" fraction of Cu(II) is also "ASV

non-labile" as no cell peak was observed with column-cell

configuration. The "Chelex labile" fraction depends on the flow rate

of the sample through the column. At a higher flow rate (10 mL/min),

the "Chelex-labile fraction" is less than that obtained at the lower

flow rate (1 mL/min).

The terms "ASV labile" and "Chelex labile" are operationally

defined. The "ASV labile" fraction obtained with an electrochemical

cell depends on the experimental conditions such as the mode (batch

or on-line), deposition potential, and the stirring rate for batch

experiments. ASV experiments require the addition of a buffer which

may perturb the speciation in the sample, although in these studies,

the same buffer was used in all cases. Speciation studies with

Chelex-100 resin can be carried out in a column or batch mode. The

determined "Chelex labile" fraction depends on the contact time of

the sample with the resin, and thus, depends on the flow rate. In

fact, the "Chelex labile" fraction was found to be greater or less

than the "ASV labile" fraction depending on the flow rate.

To relate the "ASV labile" or the "Chelex labile" fraction of a

given metal ion to the toxicity, more detailed studies should to be

performed. Clearly, results of the determination of speciation by

different investigators by ASV and Chelex techniques can only be

compared if experimental conditions are better controlled and

reported.
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CHAPTER 6

SPECIATION STUDIES OF CHROMIUM USING AN AUTOMATED

TWO-COLUMN ION-EXCHANGE SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

111

It has long been recognized that chromium exists in two primary

oxidation states (Cr(III), and Cr(VI)) in natural waters (1). It is

also well known that these forms differ significantly in biological,

geochemical, and toxicological properties (2). Trivalent chromium is

an essential species in mammalian systems, whereas hexavalent

chromium is considered to be a moderate to severe industrial hazard

(2). Thus, the possible health hazards associated with presence of

chromium in natural waters depends on its oxidation state.

Numerous methods for determining the speciation of Cr have been

proposed. Some methods provide a direct determination of Cr(III) or

Cr(VI). The preferred colorimetric method is based on the reaction

of Cr(VI) with the diphenylcarbazide (3). This method is EPA

approved and reasonably selective and provides a typical detection

limit of 10 ng/mL. A serious limitation of this method is that the

sample must be acidified to a low pH for the color development. This

step can solubilize Cr(III) species, release Cr(III) from complexes,

and enhance the reduction of Cr(VI) by organics in the sample (4).

Cr(III) or Cr(VI) can be selectively determined with luminol (5) and
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lophine (6) based chemiluminescence techniques, respectively.

Differential pulse polarography can be used to determine both Cr(III)

and Cr(VI) (7).

Chromatographic methods include one reported by Tande and

co-workers (8) in which diethyldithiocarbamate chelates of chromium

ions were formed, separated by reversed phase high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC), and detected with a UV detector. Krull and

Bushee (2) reported a method which uses conventional ion-paired

reversed phase HPLC together with refractive index or inductively

coupled plasma emission spectrometric detection. With different ion

pairing reagents, either Cr(III) or Cr(VI) is retained while the

unretained Cr ion elutes in the solvent front. Detection limits in

the ug/uL range were obtained.

Many methods have been used to separate and preconcentrate

particular Cr species before determination with colorimetric or

atomic spectrometric techniques. Most methods are based on

coprecipitation (9), solvent extraction (10), electrochemical

deposition (11), or ion exchange methods (12, 13).

Earlier papers involving ion exchange separation report the use

of the off-line mode for preconcentration or separation of negative

positive ions of Cr prior to detection with atomic absorption (AA) or

atomic emission (AE) spectrometry. Naranjit and co-workers (14)

described an off-line column method for determining Cr speciation

using Anga 316 anion exchange and Dowex 50W-8X cation exchange

resins. The retained Cr species were eluted with 1 M HC1 and 2 M

NaOH and determined with AA spectrophotometry. No eluents were found

to give quantitative recovery.
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More recently, on-line column methods have been employed. Cox

and co-workers (15) described an on-line method based on flow

injection analysis for the determination of Cr(III)-Cr(VI) with

inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometric detection.

A micro-column of alumina was used to preconcentrate Cr(VI) species

which were then eluted with 1 M NH4OH. The Cr(III) species passed

directly through the column to the detector. Milosavljevic and

co-workers (16) describe a similar method where a column of chelating

resin 122 with salicylic acid functional groups was used to

preconcentrate Cr(III) species. An on-line AA spectrophotometer was

used as the detector. Cr(VI) species passed directly to the

detector, while Cr(III) species were retained on the column and later

eluted with 2 M HNO
3*

Many of the reported Cr speciation schemes are time consuming and

involve prolonged sample manipulation. In most Cr speciation

schemes, either Cr(III) or Cr(VI) is preconcentrated or directly

determined in a single run. Often the concentration of the other

species is calculated by difference relative to the total Cr

concentration.

This chapter discusses the use of the automated on-line,

two-column ion exchange system, which was developed previously (17),

to study the speciation of chromium. The sample is passed

sequentially through a Chelex-100 cation exchange column and a AG

MP-1 anion exchange column. The Cr species retained by each column

are sequentially stripped and detected with a flame AA

spectrophotometer. Chelex-100 chelating resin retains positively

charged Cr(III) species and the anion exchange resin retains
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negatively charged Cr(III) or Cr(VI) species.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents, Solutions, and Resins

All reagents were of analytical grade and used as received unless

otherwise specified. Deionized water from a Millipore Milli-Q system

connected to the house deionized water was used for all aqueous

solution preparation.

Stock solutions of 1000 mg/L Cr(III) and Cr(VI) were prepared by

dissolution of CrC136H20 and K2Cr207, respectively, in deionized

water. The stock buffer solution was 1.0 M NH4Ac/0.5 M HAc. The

appropriate volume of the stock buffer solution was added to every

test solution to yield 0.010 M NH4Ac/0.005 M HAc. Standard Cr

solutions of lower concentration were prepared by dilution of the

stock Cr and buffer solutions. The pH of standard solutions was

adjusted between pH 4 and 6 by addition of concentrated HNO3 or

NH4OH solution.

A stock solution of humic acid solution was made by dissolving

100 mg of humic acid (sodium salt) from Aldrich in 1 L of deionized

water, then filtering the solution through an acid-cleaned 0.40-um

Nuclepore f'lter. Test solutions of humic acid and Cr(III)/Cr(VI)

were made by diluting appropriate aliquots of the Cr(III), Cr(VI),

and buffer stock solutions and 8 mL of humic acid stock solution to

100 mL with water after adjusting the pH to 4.5. Test solutions of

tap .ater were prepared in a similar manner except humic acid was not
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added and the diluent was tap water. Humic acid and tap water test

solutions were allowed to stand for 12 hr before they were analyzed.

The carrier stream was made from dilution of the stock buffer to

0.010 M NH4Ac/0.005 M HAc and was adjusted to pH 4.5. A solution

of 2.0 M HNO3 was used as the stripping reagent (SRI) for Cr(III).

A solution of 2.0 M NH4NO3/0.5 M NH4OH served as the stripping

reagent (SRII) for Cr(VI). A solution of 2 M NH4OH was the

regeneration agent for both the Chelex and AG MP-1 resins.

Chelex-100 resin of 100-200 mesh in the Na+ form and AG MP-1

resin of 100-200 mesh in the Cl- form were purchased from Bio-Rad.

The resins were treated with 2.0 M HNO3 and 2.0 M NH4OH as

described previously (18). After the treatment, Chelex-100 resin was

converted into NH4
+
form and AG MP-1 resin was converted into

OH- form by equilibrating the resins with 2 M NH4OH. The

converted resins were used throughout the experiments. Modified

Altex microbore glass columns (3 mm i.d. x 50 mm) were packed with

the water-slurries of resins and used in the experiments as reported

previously (19).

Apparatus

The arrangement of flow and detection components of the automated

two-column ion exchange system is similar to that described

previously (17) and is shown in Figure 6.1. The previously used AIM

microcomputer system was replaced with IBM PC compatible

microcomputer based on a 8087 microprocessor as described in more

detail in Appendix I. Most of the components are identified in Table

4.1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Figure 6.1. Block diagram of flow and detector components of the

automated two column ion exchange trace enrichment system. Valves 10

and 11 are added for back flushing.
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The 2 M HNO3 SR causes Chelex-100 resin to shrink resulting in

packing of the resin in the direction of the flow and an increase in

the pressure drop across the column. To avoid this problem, two

valves (V10 and V11) were added to the system to allow the flow

direction of the carrier buffer stream through the Chelex-100 and the

AG MP-1 columns to be reversed during the time period that sample

solution is loading into the sample loop. The back-flushing

technique was developed by Liu and Ingle (20).

Analysis Procedure

A 2-mL sample loop was used for all experiments. The flow rate

of the carrier buffer stream was maintained at 5.0 mL/min for

injection of the sample into the ion exchange columns and for elution

of the retained Cr species from the columns. To calibrate the

system, injection peaks were obtained by injecting standard solutions

into the nebulizer of the AA spectrophotometer at 5.0 mL /min. The

step-wise operation of the automated two-column ion exchange system

was modeled after Liu and Ingle (17). Briefly the steps are 1)

loading the sample, stripping reagents, and the resin regeneration

reagent into their respective sample loops, 2) injecting the sample,

3) stripping the Chelex-100 column, 4) stripping the anion column, 5)

conditioning the columns. The time periods for these steps are

specified in Table I.1 in appendix I.

A variable flow rate nebulizer was used in the flame AA

spectrophotometer. The nebulizer was adjusted to the point that the

nebulization gas just starts blowing out of the sample capillary tube

of the nebulizer. The carrier buffer stream was forced into the
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nebulizer by pump A. The flame AA spectrophotometer was used with an

air-acetylene flame adjusted to a fuel-rich stoichiometry. The

analysis wavelength used is 357.9 nm.

For every test solution 3 repetitive runs were made. The

percentage of chromium retained (E) by either of the columns is

calculated from (Ac/Ai) x 100 where Ac is the area of the peak

obtained with from the column and Ai is the area of the injection

peak for a solution of the same chromium concentration. The relative

standard deviation (RSD) in the percentage of chromium retained by a

column is calculated from E[(sc/Ac)2 (si/A0211/2 where sc and

si are the standard deviations in Ac and Ai, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurement scheme based on two-column ion exchange system

allows the simultaneous determination of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) species

in a single analytical cycle. The Chelex-100 resin is expected to

retain cationic Cr(III) species but not anionic Cr(VI) species (e.g.,

Cr04 , Cr2072), whereas the AG MP-1 resin should retain

Cr(VI) species and not cationic Cr(III) species.

Rai and coworkers (21) have studied the hydrolysis reactions of

Cr(III) in detail. In the presence of HCO3 controlled by CO2

equilibria and total concentrations of Cl, NO3, and SO4 less than

0.0032 M and in the absence of organic igands or solids other than

Cr(OH)3(s), the dominant species from pH 3 to 14 are the Cr-hydroxo

complexes, CrOH2+, Cr(OH)30, and Cr(OH)4- as governed by the
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following pH-dependent equilibria:

Cr(OH)3(s) + 2H+ 0 Cr0H2+ + 2H20
PKs11 -5.80 (6.1)

Cr(OH)3(s) 0 Cr(OH)30
PKs13 = 7.13 (6 -2)

Cr(OH)3(s) + H2O 0 Cr(OH)4 + H+
PKs14 18.15 (6-3)

where the pKs are specified at u = 0.01 M. They conclude that

Cr(OH)30 is the dominant species between pH 6.5 and 10.5 and that

the maximum Cr concentration as limited by equation 6-2 is about 7 x

10-8 M or 4 ng/mL. Above pH 10.5, Cr(OH)4 becomes the dominant

species. Below pH 6.5, Cr0H2+ becomes limiting. At pH 4.5 used in

this thesis, the maximum concentrations of Cr0H2+ and Cr(OH)30

are expected to be about 6 x 10-4 M (30 ug/mL) and 7 x 10-8 M (4 ng/mL),

respectively. All weight/volume concentrations are expressed in

terms of grams of Cr per unit volume.

Initial Studies

A suitable stripping agent is needed to elute the Cr species

retained by the ion exchange columns. It was found that a solution

of 2 M HNO3 was able to elute effectively Cr(III) species from the

Chelex-100 column. A 4 M HNO3 stripping reagent produced

equivalent results. A solution of 2.0 M NH4NO3/0.5 M NH4OH was

used to elute Cr(VI) species from the AG MP-1 column.

Effect of the Solution pH on the Retention of Cr(III) by Chelex-100

It was expected that the pH of test solutions would be especially

critical for Cr(III) because of its hydrolysis reactions. Figure 6.2

depicts the effect of the solution pH on the retention of 1 ug/mL

Cr(III) by the Chelex-100 column. Maximum retention is observed
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Figure 6.2. Effect of the solution pH on the retention of 1 ug/mL

Cr(III) by the Chelex-100 column. The error bars indicate ± one

standard deviation.
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between pH 4.0 and 4.5. The retention of the Cr(III) species by the

column decreases markedly from pH 5 and 6. This is attributed to

reduction in the solubility of Cr at the higher pH values. At pH 6,

the Cr0H2+ concentration calculated from equation 6.1 is only

30 ng/mL and a recovery of 3% is expected. Possibly equilibrium had

not reached in the test solution or some suspended Cr(OH)3(s)

dissociated within the column when the Cr0H2+ was retained.

The less than quantitative recovery of Cr(III) (75% in this case)

was observed in later studies and could be due to several causes.

Possibly the ion exchange kinetics are slow as Cr(III) often forms

inert complexes. The effect of pH on the response of the AA

spectrophotometer should also be studied. At the lower pH values

needed to maintain the solubility of Cr(III), the retention of

Cr(III) species may be hindered by the competition between 1-14* and

Cr(III) species for the groups on the resin (22). The pH of all the

test solutions for remainder of the experiments was adjusted to 4.5.

Calibration Studies of Cr(III) and Cr(VI)

Standards in buffer at pH 4.5 containing mixtures of Cr(III) and

Cr(VI) were prepared and injected into the two-column ion exchange

system. Typical examples of the AA signal profiles are shown in

Figure 6.3. Peak I is the elution peak from the Chelex-100 column

and peak II is the elution peak from the AG MP-1 column. The half

widths of the peaks average about 4 s which is about twice the

nalf-width reported for Cu(II) peaks in chapter 5 of this thesis.

Peak area was taken as the primary analytical signal and the peak

area data for the stripping and injection peaks are summarized in
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Figure 6.3. AA signal profiles of an experimental run with the

two-column ion exchange system. (A) Sample: 300 ng/mL Cr(III) + 100

ng/mL Cr(VI). (B) Sample: 150 ng/mL Cr(III) + 350 ng/mL Cr(VI).
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Table 6.1. The calibration plots based on these data are shown in

Figure 6.4. The calibration plots are reasonably linear.

A summary of calibration data is presented in Table 6.2. The

average retention efficiencies for Cr(III) and Cr(VI) based on

comparison of the stripping peak areas to the injection peak areas

are 91 and 100%, respectively. The enrichment factor is defined as

the ratio of peak absorbance with enrichment to the steady-state

absorbance obtained with continuous pumping of the same solution into

the aspirator at the same flow rate. It is typically a factor of 7

with the 2-mL loop. The detection limit with the 2-mL sample loop is

improved about a factor of 8 relative to conventional flame AA. This

allows speciation studies to be conducted at lower Cr concentrations.

Speciation of Chromium in Humic Acid and Tap Water

The two-column measurement scheme was used to study Cr(III) and

Cr(VI) species in tap water and in humic acid solutions. The

speciation results are presented in Table 6.3. Cr(III) or Cr(VI)

was not detected in tap water. Only about 20% of the Cr(III) added

to the tap water sample was retained by the Chelex column. This

result may indicate the formation of species of Cr(III) other than

CrOH 2+ upon standing in tap water which are not retained by the

Chelex-100 column. Rai has indicated that mixed Fe-Cr hydroxides

have a lower solubility than Cr(OH)3(s) (21). The tap water sample

would be expected to contain some Fe(III). The presence of small

peak from the AG MP-1 column suggests the formation of anionic

species of Cr(III). The Cr(VI) added to the tap water sample is not

retained by the Chelex-100 column, and the recovery by the AG MP-1
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Table 6.1. Peak area data for Cr(III) and Cr(VI) mixtures.

Standard
No.

Concentration
(ng/mL)

Cr(III) Cr(VI)

Peak Areaa

Cr(III) Cr(VI)

1 75 75 20.4 (1.9) 24.3 (3.2)

2b 300 100 93.1 (0.7) 33.6 (4.3)

3 200 100 66.4 (3.3) 32.0 (2.1)

4 150 300 41.3 (4.3) 97.2 (2.2)

5b
150 350 47.1 (0.8) 110.1 (1.4)

aFigures in the parenthesis are the relative standard deviations from

3 runs.

b
Injection peaks for these two standards had peak areas of 126 (1.7)

and 160 (1.5), respectively.
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Figure 6.4. Calibration curves for chromium. A) Cr(III); B)

Cr(VI). The error bars indicate ± one standard deviation.



Table 6.2.

Species

Summary of calibration data for chromium.

Calibration Slope Blank Standard Deviation

area height area height

Detection Limita

(mL /ng) (A.U./ug/mL) (A.U./10-4) (ng/mL)

Cr(III) 0.318 0.42 0.33 7.6 2

Cr(VI) 0.315 0.43 0.23 8.2 2

Totalb 0.317 0.059 0.66 4.8 16

Total' 0.059 4.7 16

aDetection limits are calculated from DL = 2sbk/m where sbk is the blank standard deviation and m is

the calibration curve slope. Based on peak area for Cr(III) and Cr(VI) peaks, peak height for the

injection peak, and the steady state signal for continuous aspiration.

b
Based on the injection peak.

'Experimentally determined with a 3-s integration time and continuous aspiration into the nebulizer at

5.0 mL/min.



Table 6.3. Speciation results of Cr in humic acid and tap water.

Solution
Chelex-100 AG MP-1

Peak Areaa Concentrationb
(ng/mL)

Peak Areaa Concentrations
(ng/mL)

50 ng/mL Cr(III) 12.1 (1.1) -0.92 (0.1)
50 ng/mL Cr(VI) 0.99 (0.8) 14.4 (1.7)
Tap Water (TW) 0.45 (0.6) ND -1.0 (0.5) ND
TW + 50 ng/mL Cr(III) 2.25 (0.1) 9 1.14 (0.1) 4
TW + 50 ng/mL Cr(VI) -0.60 (0.7) ND 12.1 (1.3) 42
TW + 35 ng/mL Cr(III) + 35 ng/mL Cr(VI) 1.29 (0.3) 5 11.9 (1.0) 41

Humic Acid (HA) + 50 ng/mL Cr(III)d 0.28 (0.1) ND 6.95 (0.3) 24
HA + 50 ng/mL Cr(VI) -0.74 (0.3) ND 13.3 (1.8) 46

HA + 35 ng/mL Cr(III) + 35 ng/mL Cr(VI) 0.05 (0.6) ND 14.1 (0.6) 49

Blank (carrier buffer)

aStandard deviation is given in parenthesis.

bBased on 50 ng/mL Cr(III) standard.

0.63 (0.3) 0.60 (0.4)

CBased on 50 ng/mL Cr(VI) standard.

d8 mg/L humic acid in all cases.
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column is near that expected. For the tap water sample to which both

Cr(III) and Cr(VI) were added, the Cr retained by the anion column

was greater than the amount of Cr(VI) added which also indicates some

of the Cr(III) is retained as a negatively charged species.

Similar results were obtained with the test solutions of Cr(III)

or Cr(VI) in the presence of humic acid. No detectable Cr(III)

species were retained by the Chelex-100 column. About 50% of the

Cr(III) species in humic acid sample spiked with only Cr(III) was

retained by the AG MP-1 column. This result suggests that the

Cr(III) and humic acid complexes are not Chelex labile but a

significant portion of these complexes are retained by the AG MP-1

column because they are negatively charged or adsorbed due to

hydrophobic interactions. The Cr(VI) species added to the humic acid

solution are not retained by the Chelex-100 column but are retained

almost quantitatively by the AG MP-1 column. For the humic acid test

solution spiked with both Cr(III) and Cr(VI), the total Cr retained

by the anion column corresponds to about all the Cr(VI) added and

one-half of the Cr(III) present.

CONCLUSIONS

The automated two-column ion-exchange system is a new tool for

the rapid determination of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in a single analytical

cycle. It is the first on-line column-detection system that

preconcentrates both Cr(III) and Cr(VI) species. The concentration

factor is about 7 compared to direct flame AA measurements. However,
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more studies are needed to refine the scheme. For standards not

containing organic complexing agents or metal ions that react with

Cr(III) to form precipitates, the Chelex-100 resin retains Cr(III)

species, but does not retain Cr(VI) species. The AG MP-1 column

retains negatively charged chromium species such as Cr(VI).

The determination of Cr(III) is complicated by the speciation of

hydroxo complexes and its interaction with humic matter. Apparently

some of the negatively charged
Cr(III)-humic complexes are retained

by the anion exchange column. Thus, in presence of complexing agents

the peak area from the anion column cannot be used to determine the

Cr(VI) concentration and the peak from the Chelex column does not

reflect the Cr(III) concentration.

This preliminary work suggests further exploration is warranted.

Clearly, the system provides some speciation information although the

results are ambiguous. The recovery of Cr(III) in standards by the

Chelex column should be improved by decreasing the flow rate or

increasing the column bed length. The effect of pH and flow rate on

the speciation determined should be investigated. Other resins might

be more suitable.
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CHAPTER 7

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

A flow-through electrochemical cell, with RVC as the working

electrode, was developed for preconcentration and determination of

electroactive analyte species. The efficiency of the electrolysis

was determined using spectrometric methods and was typically 80-90%

at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. It was noted that the cell efficiency

varied with the particular RVC assembly used. The flow pattern is

critical and reduced or variable reduction efficiency may be due to

some of the solution flowing around the RVC cylinder.

An improved version of the flow-through cell was incorporated

into an on-line FIA preconcentration system for determination of

transition metal ions with flame AA spectrophotometry. With this

system detection limits were improved by a factor of 3 to 4 with a

2-mL sample loop and of 15 to 20 with a 10-mL sample loop relative to

those achieved with conventional aspiration into the flame AA

spectrophotometer. Analysis times per sample or standard of 5 and 15

min are required with 2- and 10-mL sample loops, respectively. The

measurement scheme is similar to ASV in terms of electrochemical

preconcentration but different in terms of detection. Spectrometric

detection is advantageous with flow cells because the high background

currents due to the high surface area can degrade ASV detection

limits.

The flow-through electrochemical cell was combined with a
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Chelex-100 column to study the speciation of Cu(II) in an on-line

mode with a flame AA spectrophotometer as the detector. The scheme

for speciation is unique in that species "not labile" by one

technique can be directly examined with the other technique. The

Cu(II) species are operationally classified into "ASV labile" and

"Chelex labile" based on the retention of Cu(II) by the cell or

column, respectively. For the humic acid and river water samples

tested and a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, the determined "Chelex labile"

fraction was greater than the "ASV labile" fraction. At flow rate of

10 ml/min, the "Chelex labile" fraction was less than the "ASV

labile" and the "Chelex labile" fraction obtained at a flow rate of

1.0 mL/min. The "Chelex non-labile" fraction was also "ASV

non-labile" as no cell peak was observed in column-cell

configuration. However, some of the "ASV non-labile" species were

"Chelex labile" in general agreement with the literature.

The "ASV labile" fraction of Cu(II) determined using a

conventional electrochemical cell was found to be somewhat greater

than that determined with the flow-through cell. This is attributed

to a reduced reduction efficiency due to coating of the electrode

with humic material.

The automated detection system based on an electrochemical cell

and Chelex column is a unique tool for studying the speciation of

metal ions. The on-line nature and automation of the system

minimizes operator sample manipulation and makes it more suitable for

routine studies.

The automated two-column ion exchange system developed was used

to study the speciation of Cr(III) and Cr(VI). With synthetic
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Cr(III)/Cr(VI) solutions in a pH 4.5 buffer, the Chelex-100 resin

retained most Cr(III) species while the AG MP-1 resin retained Cr(VI)

species. The detection limit of the two-column ion exchange system

with on-line flame AA spectrophotometer and a 2-mL sample loop is

about 2 ng/mL for Cr(III) and Cr(VI). This detection limit is a

factor of 8 better than that achieved with a conventional AA

spectrophotometer.

The speciation of Cr(III) is complex due to the formation of

various hydroxides. The percent of Cr(III) retained by the

Chelex-100 varied with the pH of the solution. In presence of humic

acid, Cr(III) forms negatively charged complexes of which some are

retained by the AG MP -1 resin. When Cr(III) was added to the tap

water, recoveries were low. The formation of insoluble Cr-Fe

hydroxide precipitates was suspected. The measurement scheme

provides some speciation information and further studies are

warranted.

The studies in this thesis suggest future studies. It would be

useful to develop a flow-through electrochemical cell which provided

quantitative electrolysis at higher flow rates (e.g., 5 mL/min).

This would significantly increase sample throughput. The system

could be further automated, by interfacing the potentiostat to the

computer to allow software control of the potential applied to the

working electrode. Further speciation information could be obtained

using resins other than Chelex-100 in the crfl-rolumn or column-cell

configurations. For example, an anion column might be employed to

retain negatively charged Cu(II)-humate complexes. It might also

possible to use the electrochemical cell to reduce or oxidize species
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which would then be retained by a resin. For example Cr(VI) could be

reduced to Cr(III) which would be retained by a cation exchange

resin.

Elution of Cr(III) species from the Chelex-100 column by acid

causes the resin to shrink. A different resin could be used which is

less susceptible to shrinking and swelling. With an inductively

coupled plasma emission spectrometer coupled with the system,

detection limits for some trace metals such as chromium would be

improved. A better system is needed to determine Cr(III) speciation

as both Cr(VI) and negatively charged Cr(III) humate complexes are

retained by the anion resin. One possibility is to strip selectively

Cr(VI) species retained by the anion column by using a reductant as

the stripping agent.
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APPENDIX I

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

HARDWARE COMPONENTS OF THE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

The Corona.PC400 microcomputer used to control the operation of

the instrument is based on a Intel 8087 central processing unit.

Metrabyte PI-012 and DASH-16 boards are plugged into expansion slots of

the microcomputer to provide the computer with I/O and data acquisition

capabilities, respectively. The ADC was used in the bipolar mode with

range of ±5V. This provides a readout resolution of 2.5 mV.

The output from the Varian AA spectrophotometer (100 mV = 1 A.U.)

is first fed into a Spectrum model 1021A active noise filter. The

filter serves to reduce the noise in the AA signal (the cut-off

frequency is usually set 0.1 Hz) and to amplify the signal by factor of

10. The output of the active noise filter is further amplified by

another factor of 10 with an instrumentation amplifier circuit

developed by Liu yielding a transfer function of 10 V/A.U. (1).

The output of the instrumentation amplifier is directed to the

channel 0 of the ADC board and to a chart recorder. The ADC board is

used to digitize the amplified AA signal and provides a resolution of

0.00025 A.U.

The I/O lines are used to turn ac power on and off to the

peristaltic pumps, HPLC pump, and 3-way solenoid valves via solid state
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relays. A logic "1" signal on the I/O line turns the solid state relay

on which in turn causes the ac power to be applied to the external

device. A logic "0" signal turns the solid state relay off and thus

turns the external device off. The arrangement of the solid state

relays and the control unit was developed by Liu (1). The assignments

for the I/O lines are listed in Table I.1.

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

The computer program developed for the on-line electrochemical and

ion exchange system is written in QuickBASIC 4.0. The executable

QuickBasic program is started by typing the file name EXPER. The

monitor should be set to the proper mode by typing MODE BW80. Normally

the flow rate of pump A should be turned on and set to the desired

value. The user is prompted with the master menu:

"1) Run

2) View

3) Statistics

4) Quit"

The desired option on the master menu is selected by entering the

number corresponding to menu choice. The functions of the three

options are discussed below.

Once the "Run" option is chosen, the user enters the routines that

perform an experimental run with the electrochemical cell and/or ion

exchange columns. The user is prompted with the menu:
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Table 1.1. The assignments of the I/O lines.a

I/O line Devices

PAO Peristaltic pump C

PA1 Vi, V2, V3, V8, V9

PA2 V4, V4'

PA3 Peristaltic pump D

PA5 Peristaltic pump E, V11, V10

PA6 V6

PA7 V7

PBO V5

PB1 HPLC pump A

aMetraByte P1012 board with address set to 1008(DEC). The address of

the DASH-16 board is 768(DEC).
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"1) New Run

2) Rerun

3) Default parameters

4) Quit."

The "New Run" option allows the user to select an experimental run in a

different configuration. The "ReRun" option allows the user to

implement another run with the same experimental conditions of the

previous run without having to input the experimental parameters

again. The "Default Parameters" option allows user to run a two-column

ion exchange experiment without having to input the experimental

parameters. The "Quit" option allows the user to return to the master

menu.

When the "New Run" option is chosen, the user is prompted with the

following menu:

"1) Cell only

2) Column only

3) Two-column

4) Cell-column

5) Column-cell

6) Injection peak"

After the user selects a particular mode of operation, the user is

asked to input the the experimental parameters. If the experimental

run involves an ion exchange column, then the parameters include the

collection delay time (how long after initiating the stripping step to

wait before commencing the data acquisition) and the stripping reagent

loading time. Only one set of parameters is required if the

experimental run involves one ion exchange column. Then the user
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Table 1.2. Typical values of the operational parameters of the

automated two-column ion exchange system.

Operation Parameter Input Value
Typical Defaulta

Collection delay time

Stripping reagent loading time

Sample loading time

Sample injection time

Number of injectionsb

Column/Cell conditioning time

2 4 s

8s

20 s (2-mL loop)

60 s (10-mL loop)

80 s (2-mL loop)

300 s (10-mL loop)

is

8s

20 s

80 s

1

90 s 10 s

aDefault parameters for two-column configuration with a 2-mL sample

loop. The data acquisition period is set to 60 s per peak with a data

acquisition rate of 20 Hz.

b
Number of times the sample is injected before stripping.
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inputs the sample loading time, the sample injection time, the number

of sample injections, and the cell/column conditioning time after each

run. The typical values for these parameters are given in Table 1.2.

The stripping peaks are displayed on the monitor immediately after the

data acquisitions period as a plot of absorbance vs time. A

"SHIFT-PrtSc" can be used to display the result on a printer. At this

point the user indicates the beginning and ending times of the peak (or

both peaks) which define the region over which to integrate the peak to

find the peak area. The program determines the baseline from the 15

points immediately before and after the defined integration interval.

The average baseline is taken as the sum of baseline values divided by

30. The peak height and area are displayed. The user responds yes or

no to storing the run in a temporary file for later statistical

analysis and yes or no to saving the file. A file name and path must

be input if the file is to be saved. After completing the above, the

column/cell conditioning starts.

For an experimental run involving an injection peak, the user

disconnects the cell and/or column from the flow system. If it is a

new run, then the user is asked to input the sample loading time.

After loading the sample, the sample solution is injected into the

carrier stream and carried to the nebulizer of AA spectrophotometer and

data are collected for 2 min at rate of 20 points/s. After the data

acquisition period, the injection peak is displayed on the screen. The

user then computes peak area, height, time by following the steps

described earlier.

The "View" option from the master menu allows the user to view the

elution peaks of the any previously saved run on the microcomputer
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screen by typing the file name. It also displays the peak area, height

and time of the elution peaks. Before display, the user is asked if

the experimental run involves one or two elution peaks.

The "Statistics" option from the master menu allows the user to

perform statistical analysis when 2 or more repetitive measurements of

a given test solution have been made. The printer of the computer

provides a hardcopy of the mean, and standard deviation for the peak

height, area, and the retention time. The user answers yes or no to

saving this information.

The "Quit" option returns the all valves and pumps to their

initial state and control is passed to DOS.

The listing of the BASIC language program is given in Appendix II.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

To operate the pneumatic valves, an air pressure of about 50 psi

was applied from the house air line. The operation of the peristaltic

pumps after a period of no use is facilitated by drawing the buffer

solution through the outlet tubing of the pumps by using house vacuum

line or by pushing solution through the inlet tubing of the pump with

the HPLC pump. If operating properly, the flow rate of the peristaltic

pumps should be at least 10 mL/min. The AA spectrophotometer is set in

the absorbance mode and it is zeroed while pumping the buffer solution

into the nebulizer. If the apparatus is not used for several days, it

is best to draw or pump itemized water through all tubing and sample

loops to prevent salt formation due to evaporation.
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APPENDIX I I

SOFTWARE LISTING

Programmer : Pushkar Sule

Name : Valve control and data acquisition for two

column ion exchange column study

Date : oct 1989

Organization : Oregon State University

'OPERATION OF PUMPS AND VALVES

address = 1008

CONTROL = address + 3

porta = address + 0

portb = address + 1

PORTC = address + 2

OUT CONTROL, &H89

PORT C IS INPUT. MODE 0

'This is the address of the control port

'THIS IS THE ADDRESS OF THE PORT A

'THIS IS ADDRESS OF THE PORT B

'THIS IS ADDRESS OF THE PORT C

'CONTROL WORD FOR PORT A & PORT BAS OUTPUT.

'All arrays are declared here

DIM voltl(1200)

DIM volt2(2400)

DIM peak2(2400)

DIM peakl(1200)

DIM injec(2400)

DIM areal(10)

DIM area2(10, 2)

DIM maxtimel(10)

DIM maxtime2(10, 2)

DIM p.heightl(10)

DIM p.height2(10, 2)

run

'store data for two column run

'store data for one column run

'store data for injection peak

'store area for one column run

'store area for two column run

'store values of the peak maximum time

'store values of peak max for the 2 column run

'store peak height values for one column run

'store peak height values for the two column

runcoll = 0

runcol2 = 0
'initialise number of runs

'4
.4

This is the main menu

menu: : SCREEN 0: CLS

DO

CLS : SCREEN 0

PRINT "Choose one of the following options"

PRINT "1) Run"

PRINT "2) View-
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PRINT "3) Statistics"

PRINT "4) Quit"

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

INPUT "Input the number corresponding to your choice-->"; choicel
SELECT CASE choicel

CASE 1

OUT portb, 2 'turn on the HPLC pump
GOSUB runs

CASE 2

GOSUB viewl

CASE 3

GOSUB statistics

END SELECT

LOOP UNTIL (choicel = 4): : OUT portb, 0: END

runt: CLS

PRINT "Choose one of the following parameters"

PRINT "1) This is a new run

PRINT "2) This is a rerun "

PRINT "3) Use default parameters for the run"
PRINT "4) Quit"

PRINT

INPUT "Input the number corresponding to your choice-->"; choice2
CLS :

SELECT CASE choice2

CASE 1

GOSUB parameters

CASE 2

GOSUB OPERATION

CASE 3

GOSUB default

GOSUB OPERATION

CASE 4

RETURN

END SELECT

RETURN

This is an INPUT section

parameters: CLS

PRINT "Choose one of the following"

PRINT "1) Cell Only"

PRINT "2) Column Only"

PRINT "3) Two-column"

PRINT "4) Cell-column"

PRINT "5) Column-cell"
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PRINT "6) Injection peak"

INPUT "Enter a number corresponding to your choice-->"; expl
SELECT CASE expl

CASE 1

GOSUB cellonly

GOSUB cell

CASE 2

GOSUB columns

GOSUB onecolumn

CASE 3

GOSUB columns

GOSUB twocolumns

CASE 4

GOSUB cell.col

GOSUB cellcol

CASE 5

GOSUB cell.col

GOSUB colcell

CASE 6

runcoll = 0

GOSUB inject

GOSUB injection

END SELECT

RETURN

'input param. are same as above

columns:

IF expl = 2 THEN runcoll = 0

IF expl = 3 THEN runcol2 = 0

PRINT "Input the parameters for the column 1"
PRINT "How long after initiating stripping step to wait before
collecting data"

INPUT "Input the collection delay time.-->"; cdl
INPUT "Input the column washing time-->"; cwl
INPUT "Input the stripping reagent loading time-->"; srll

IF expl = 2 THEN 10

'These are the column two parameteres

'For column one operation skip the followiong parameters

PRINT "Now input the parameters for the column 2"
INPUT "Input the collection delay time-->"; cd2
INPUT "Input the column washing time-->"; cw2
10

'These are sample parameteres

INPUT "Input the sample loading time-->"; slt

INPUT "Input the sample injection time-->"; sit

5 INPUT "Input the number of sample injections-->"; X
IF (X <= 0) THEN

BEEP: GOTO 5
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END IF

INPUT "Input the column conditioning time after each sample run-->"; cct
RETURN

cellonly:

runcoll = 0

INPUT "Input the sample loading time-->"; slt

INPUT "Input the sample injection time-->"; sit

RETURN

ceil.col:

runcol2 = 0

PRINT "Input the parameteres for the column 1"

PRINT "How long after initiating stripping step to wait before collecting data"
INPUT "Input the collection delay time.-->"; cdl

INPUT "Input the stripping reagent loading time-->"; srll

INPUT "Input the sample loading time-->"; sit

INPUT "Input the sample injection time-->"; sit

RETURN

inject:

runcoll = 0

INPUT "Input sample loading time", slt

RETURN

OPERATION: CLS

SELECT CASE expl

CASE 1

GOSUB cell

CASE 2

GOSUB onecolumn

CASE 3

GOSUB twocolumns

CASE 4

GOSUB cellcol

CASE 5

GOSUB colcell

CASE 6

GOSUB injection

END SELECT

RETURN

IF cho ce2 = 2 THEN PRINT "The parameters used for the last run will be used now"

OUT portb, 8112 'OUT BINARY 00000001 TURN ON PUMP A

55 IF exol = 2 THEN GOTO onecolumn

twocolumns:

'Following is the two column run.
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IF runcol2 > 10 THEN runcol2 = 1 ELSE runcol2 = runcol2 + 1 'increment run number

'following section loads sample and stripping reagent
OUT porta, &H30 'turns on pump2 to load SR I & II
60 start! = TIMER

CLS : PRINT "Loading stripping reagents"

WHILE (TIMER start! < srll)

LOCATE 1, 40

PRINT USING "##.##"; TIMER start!

WEND

80 BEEP

OUT porta, &HO 'turns off the pump

'THE FOLLOWING LOOP CHECKS FOR THE MULTIPLE INJECTIONS.

i = 0 'These are the number of injections

DO

i = i + 1 'Number of injections

105 'Load the sample solution in the sample loops

OUT porta, &H1 'turn on the pumpl

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

WHILE (TIMER start! < slt)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "#4.44"; TIMER start!

WEND

120 OUT porta, &HO: BEEP 'turn off the pumpl

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop

'Switch valves v1,v2,v3,v8,v9

OUT porta, &H2

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Injecting the sample"

WHILE (TIMER start! < sit)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##.0#"; TIMER start!

WEND

PRINT "Number of injections done", i

140 BEEP

X = X 1

LOOP UNTIL (X <= 0)

'now inject the sr1 , NH4OH to the column

'Switch valves V4,V6,V7 on the porta

OUT porta, &HC6 'here inject the stripping reagent

start! = TIMER

WHILE (TIMER start! < cdl)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING ""#.44"; TIMER start!

WEND

begin = 1

GOSUB adc2
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HERE DATA HAS BEEN COLLECTED FOR THE PEAK1

'NOW INJECT THEf SR2 AND COLLECT THE DATA FOR PEAK TWO

OUT porta, &H46: OUT portb, &H7

WHILE TIMER - start! < cd2

WEND

begin = 1201

GOSUB adc2

'DATA IS COLLECTED FOR THE PEAK 2 NOW GO TO MENU

OUT porta, &HO: OUT portb, &H2 'return to initial condition

GOSUB ploting2

GOSUB writing2

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Conditioning the column"

start! = TIMER

WHILE (TIMER - start! < cct)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##.##"; TIMER start!

WEND

RETURN

onecolumn:

IF runcoll > 10 THEN runcoll = 1 ELSE runcoll = runcoll + 1

OUT porta, &H20 'turns on pump2 to load SR1

160 start! = TIMER

CLS : PRINT "Loading stripping reagent 1"

WHILE (TIMER start! < srll)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##.##"; TIMER start!

WEND

180 BEEP

OUT porta, &HO 'turns off the pump

'THE FOLLOWING LOOP CHECKS FOR THE MULTIPLE INJECTIONS.

= 0 'These are the number cf injections done
DO

= i + 1 'Number of injections

1105 'Load the sample solution in the sample loops

OUT porta, &H1 'turn on the pumpl

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

start! = TIMER

WHILE (TIMER start! < slt)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##J#"; TIMER start!

WEND
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1120 OUT porta, &H0: BEEP 'turn off the pump1

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop
'Switch valves vl,v2,v3,v8,v9

OUT porta, &H2

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT " Injecting the sample"

WHILE TIMER start! < sit

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "44.##"; TIMER start!

WEND

1140 BEEP

CLS : PRINT "Number of injections done",
i

X = X - 1

LOOP UNTIL (X <= 0)

'now inject the sri NH4OH to the column

'Switch valves V4,V6,V7 on the porta

OUT porta, &HC6 'here inject the stripping reagent
start! = TIMER

WHILE (TIMER start! < cdl)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##.#4": TIMER start!

WEND

GOSUB adcl

GOSUB plotingl

GOSUB writingl

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Washing the column"

start! = TIMER

WHILE TIMER start! < cw1

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "i0.##"; TIMER - start!
WEND

OUT porta, &HO: OUT portb, &H2 'return to initial condition.
LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Conditioning the column"

start! = TIMER

WHILE TIMER start! < cct

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING " # #. # # "; TIMER start!
WEND

RETURN

cell:

IF runcoll > 10 THEN runcoll = 1 ELSE runcoll = runcoll 1

OUT porta, &H1 'turn on the pumpl

start! = TIMER
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LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

WHILE (TIMER start! < slt)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "##.##"; TIMER start!
WEND

OUT porta, &HO: BEEP 'turn off the pumpl

CLS

WHILE INKEY$ = ""

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "To inject sample press any key and set desired reduction potential."
WEND

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop

'Switch valves vl,v2,v3,vB,v9

OUT porta, &H2

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Injecting the sample"

WHILE (TIMER start! < sit)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "#4.11"; TIMER start!

WEND

BEEP

CLS

WHILE INKEY$ = ""

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "increase flow rate"

WEND

CLS

WHILE INKEY$ =

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Set to desired oxidation potential"

WEND

GOSUB aacl

OUT porta, &HO: OUT portb, &H2 'return to initial condition
GOSUB plotingl

GOSUB writingl

RETURN

cellcol:

IF runcol2 > 10 THEN runcol2 = 1 ELSE runcol2 = runcol2 + 1

'following section loads samle and stripping reagent
OUT porta, &H10 'turns on pump2 to load S
start! = TIMER

CLS : PRINT "Loading stripping reagent 1"

WHILE (TIMER start! < srll)

LOCATE 1, 40

PRINT USING "1/.##"; TIMER start!
WEND

BEEP

OUT porta, &HO 'turns off the pump
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'Load the sample solution in the sample loops

OUT porta, &H1 'turn on the pump!

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

WHILE (TIMER - start! < slt)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING " # #. # # "; TIMER start!

WEND

OUT porta, &HO: BEEP 'turn off the pump!

CLS

WHILE INKEY$ = ""

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "To inject sample press any key and set desired reduction potential."
WEND

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop

'Switch valves v1,v2,v3,v8,v9

OUT porta, &H2

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Injecting the sample"

WHILE (TIMER - start! < sit)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING " # #. # # "; TIMER start!

WEND

BEEP

OUT porta, 0

OUT portb, 0 'turn off HPLC pump

WHILE INKEY$ =

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "increase flow rate"

PRINT "disconnect column"

WEND

OUT portb, 2 'turn on HPLC pump

CLS

WHILE INKEY$

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Set to desired oxidation potential"

WEND

begin = 1

GOSUB adc2

OUT portb, 0 'turn off HPLC pump

WHILE INKEY$ =

PRINT "change to column"

WEND

OUT portb, 2 'turn on HPLC pump

'now inject the srl , NH4OH to the column

'Switch valves V4,V6,V7 on the porta

OUT porta, &H46: OUT portb, &H7 'here inject the stripping reagent
begin = 1201

GOSUB adc2
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HERE DATA HAS BEEN COLLECTED FOR THE PEAK!

OUT porta, &HO: OUT portb, &H2 'return to initial condition
GOSUB ploting2

GOSUB writing2

RETURN

colcell:

IF runcol2 > 10 THEN runcol2 = 1 ELSE runcol2 = runcol2 + 1

'following section loads sample and stripping reagent

OUT porta, &H20 'turns on pump2 to load SR1
start! = TIMER

CLS : PRINT "Loading stripping reagent 1"

WHILE (TIMER - start! < srll)

LOCATE 1, 40

PRINT USING " # #. # # "; TIMER start!

WEND

BEEP

OUT porta, &H0 'turns off the pump

'Load the sample solution in the sample loops

OUT porta, &HI. 'turn on the pumpl

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

WHILE (TIMER start! < slt)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING " # #. # # "; TIMER start!
WEND

OUT porta, &H0: BEEP 'turn off the pump1
CLS

WHILE INKEY$ = ""

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "To inject sample press any key and set desired reduction potential"
WEND

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop

'Switch valves vl,v2,v3,v8,v9

OUT porta, &H2

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Injecting the sample"

WHILE (TIMER start! < sit)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING # #. # # "; TIMER start!

WEND

OUT porta, 0

CLS

WHILE INKEY$ =

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Increase the flow rate"

WEND

'now inject the sr1 , NH4OH to the column
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'Switch valves V4,V6,V7 on the porta

OUT porta, &HC6 'here inject the stripping reagent

begin = 1

GOSUB adc2

WHILE INKEY$

PRINT "After hitting key on key board change to desired oxidation potential"
WEND

OUT porta, &H46: OUT portb, &H7

begin = 1201

GOSUB adc2

'DATA IS COLLECTED FOR THE PEAK 2 NOW GO TO MENU

OUT porta, &HO: OUT portb, &H2

GOSUB ploting2

GOSUB writing2

RETURN

'return to initial condition

'This is ADC section for the two column run

adc2:

address% = 768

channel = 0

'Address of the metrabyte board

'Use this channel

OUT address% + 9, 0

OUT address% + 2, channel * 17

start = TIMER

FOR i% = 1 TO 1200

OUT address%, 0

stay2: IF INP(address% + 8) >= 128 THEN GOTO stay2

low# = INP(address%)

high# = INP(address% + 1)

y = 16 * high# + INT(low# / 16)

volt2(i%) = y 20471

volt = volt2(i%) / 409.4

peak2(begin) = volt / 10

IF y > 32767 THEN y = y 65536

WHILE (TIMER < start + i% * .05): WEND

PRINT "collecting data"; TIMER start; i%
begin = begin + 1

NEXT

RETURN

ploting2:

mini = peak2(1): maxi = peak2(1): maxl.time = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 1200

IF peak2(i) < minl THEN mini = peak2(i)

IF peak2(i) > maxl THEN

maxi = peak2(i)

maxl.time = i / 20

END IF
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NEXT i

min2 = peak2(1201): max2 peak2(1201): max2.time = 0

FOR i% = 1202 TO 2400

IF peak2(i %) < min2 THEN min2 = peak2(i %)

IF peak2(i%) > max2 THEN

max2 = peak2(i%)

max2.time = i% / 20

END IF

NEXT

IF (mini < min2) THEN min = mini ELSE min = min2

IF (maxi > max2) THEN max = maxl ELSE max = max2
CLS

IF max < .1 THEN

lo.window = min - .3

hi.window = max + .4

lo.box = min .15

hi.box = max + .3

END IF

IF max > .1 THEN

lo.window = min .6

hi.window = max + 1

lo.box = min - .05

hi.box = max + .6

END IF

SCREEN 2

WINDOW (-60, lo.window)-(2465, hi.window)

LINE (0, lo.box)-(2400, hi.box), B

FOR i% = 0 TO 47

LINE (i% * 50, lo.box)-(i% * 50, lo.box

i% = i% + 2

NEXT

FOR i = 0 TO 7

LOCATE 23, INT(i * 9.5) + 1

PRINT i * 15;

NEXT i

LOCATE 23, 75

PRINT 120

LOCATE 24, 25

PRINT Time (sec) ";

FOR i% = 1 TO 2400

PSET (i%, peak2(i%))

NEXT

+ .03)

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the begining of the peak 1-->", peak.one.a.1
peak.one.a.1 = peak.one.a.1 * 20

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100);

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the end of the peak 1-->", peak.one.b.1
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peak.one.b.1 = peak.one.b.1 20

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100)

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the begining of the peak 2-->", peak.one.a.2

peak.one.a.2 = peak.one.a.1 10

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100)

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the end of the peak-->", peak.one.b.2

peak.one.b.2 = peak.one.b.2 10

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100)

FOR j = 1 TO 2

peak.height = 0

peak.area = 0

IF j = 1 THEN

max = maxi

min = mini

peak.one.a = peak.one.a.1

peak.one.b = peak.one.b.1

END IF

IF j = 2 THEN

max = max2

min = min2

peak.one.a = peak.one.a.2

peak.one.b = peak.one.b.2

END IF

peak.one.area = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.b

peak.one.area = peak.one.area + peak2(i)
NEXT

error.one.a = 0: error.one.b = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.a + 30

error.one.a = error.one.a + peak2(i)

NEXT

FOR i = peak.one.b TO peak.one.b + 60

error.one.b = error.one.b + peak2(i)

NEXT

error.one = error.one.a / 30

error.two = error.one.b / 60

error. is = (error.one + error.two) / 2

LINE (peak.one.a, error.is)-(peak.one.b, error.is)

peak.height = max error.is

error.is = (peak.one.b peak.one.a) error.is

peak.area = peak.one.area - error.is

IF j = 1 THEN

peak.area.1 = peak.area

peak.height.1 = peak.height

END IF

IF j = 2 THEN

peak.area.2 = peak.area

peak.height.2 = ::eak.height

END IF
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NEXT j

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100)

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT "Area peak 1 ="; peak.area.1; "Area peak 2 ="; peak.area.2

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Height peak 1 ="; peak.height.1; "height peak 2 = "; peak.height.2
PRINT "Press any key to continue..."

DO

LOOP WHILE INKEY$ = ""

CLS

INPUT "Do you want to store the results of this run in memory. Answer Y or N-->", sto$
IF (sto$ = "y") OR (sto$ "Y") THEN

area2(runcol2, 1) = peak.area.1

area2(runcol2, 2) = peak.area.2

maxtime2(runcol2, 1) = maxl.time

maxtime2(runcol2, 2) = max2.time

p.height2(runco12, 1) = peak.height.1

p.height2(runcol2, 2) = peak.height.2

END IF

RETURN

writing2:

'this section writes the array to a file

CLS

INPUT "Do you want to write the data to a file. Answer 'y' or 'n'.-->", ans3$
IF (ans3$ = "y") OR (ans3$ = "Y") THEN

INPUT "print the name of the file to be saved as-->", name$

INPUT "print the path name-->", path$

OPEN path$ + name$ FOR OUTPUT ACCESS WRITE AS #1

FOR i = 1 TO 2400

WRITE #1, peak2(i)

NEXT i

CLOSE #1

END IF

RETURN

'This is ADC section for the one column run

adcl:

address% = 768 'Address of the metrabyte board

channel = 0 'Use this channel

OUT address% + 9, 0

OUT address% + 2, channel * 17

start = TIMER

FOR i% = 1 TO 1200

OUT address%, 0

stayl: IF INP(address% + 8) >= 128 THEN GOTO stayl

low# = INP(address%)

high* = INP(address% + 1)

y = 16 * high# + INT(low# / 16)

voltl(i%) = y 2047!
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volt = voltl(i %) / 409.4

peakl(i%) = volt / 10

IF y > 32767 THEN y = y - 65536

WHILE (TIMER < start + i% * .05): WEND

PRINT "collecting data", i%

NEXT

RETURN

pTotingl:

min = peakl(1): max = peakl(1): max.time = 0

FOR i% = 2 TO 1200

IF peakl(i%) < min THEN min = peakl(i%)

IF peakl(i %) > max THEN

max = peakl(i %)

max.time = i% / 20

END IF

NEXT

CLS

IF max < .1 THEN

lo.window = min .3

hi.window = max + .4

lo.box = min .15

hi.box = max + .3

END IF

IF max > .1 THEN

lo.window = min .6

hi.window = max + 1

lo.box = min .05

hi.box = max + .6

END IF

SCREEN 2

WINDOW (-60, lo.window)-(1265, hi.window)

LINE (0, lo.box)-(1200, hi.box),

i% = 0 TO 47

LINE (i% * 50, -.09)-(i% * 50, -.08)

i% = i% + 1

NEXT

FOR i = 0 TO 6

LOCATE 22, (i) * 11 + 6

PRINT i * 10

NEXT i

LOCATE 23, 25

PRINT "Time in seconds"

FOR i% = 1 TO 1200

PSET (i%, peakl(i %))

NEXT

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the beginning of the peak 1-->", peak.one.a.1
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peak.one.a.1 = peak.one.a.1 * 20

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100);

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the end of the peak 1-->", peak.one.b.1

peak.one.b.1 = peak.one.b.1 * 20

LOCATE 1, 1

peak.one.a = peak.one.a.1

peak.one.b = aeak.one.b.1

peak.one.area = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.b

peak.one.area = peak.one.area + peakl(i)
NEXT

error.one.a = 0: error.one.b = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.a + 30

error.ore.a = error.one.a + peakl(i)

NEXT

FOR i = peak.one.b TO peak.one.b + 60

error.one.n = error.one.b + peakl(i)

NEXT

error.one = error.one.a / 30

error.two = e-ror.one.b / 60

error.is = (e-ror.one + error.two) / 2

LINE (peak.ore.a, error.is)-(peak.one.b, error.is)
real.error = ,:peak.one.b peak.one.a) * error.is

peak.area = aeak.one.area - real.error

peak.area.1 = peak.area

peak.height.1 = max error. is

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACES(100)

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT "Area oak 1 ="; peak.area.1;

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Height weak 1 =-; peak.height.1;

PRINT "Press a-iy key to continue..."

DO

LOOP WHILE Ih<EY$ =

CLS

INPUT "Do you want to store the results of this rur in memory. Answer 'y' or 'n'-->", stolS
IF (stol$ = "Y") OR (stol$ = "y") THEN

areal(ru7coll) = aeak.area.1

maxtimelruncoll) = max.time

p.heightl(runcoll) = peak.height.1

END IF

RETURN

writingl:

this sectior rites the array to a file
CLS
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INPUT "Do you want to write the data to a file. Answer 'y' or 'n'.-->", ans3$
IF (ans3$ = "y") OR (ans3$ = "Y") THEN

INPUT "print the name of the file to be saved as-->", name$

INPUT "print the path name-->", path$

OPEN path$ + name$ FOR OUTPUT ACCESS WRITE AS #1

FOR i = 1 TO 1200

WRITE #1, peakl(i)

NEXT i

CLOSE #1

END IF

RETURN

views:

This is a view section

CLS :

INPUT "Input the file name to be viewed"; name$

INPUT "input the path name"; path$

OPEN path$ + name$ FOR INPUT AS #1

INPUT "Is it a one peak run or two peak run. Answer '1' or ans
SELECT CASE ans

CASE 1

GOSUB plot1

CASE 2

GOSUB plot2

END SELECT

CLOSE #1

RETURN

THE DEFAULT PARAMETERS SECTION

default:

expi = 3

'FOLLOWING ARE THE PARAMETERS FOR THE COLUMN 1

DA1 = 10 'POINTS/SEC

cdl = 3 'COLLECTION DELAY
srll = 8 'STRIPPING REAGENT

'FOLLOWING ARE THE PARAMETERS FOR THE COLUMN 2

DA2 = 10 'POINTS/SEC

cd2 = 3 'COLLECTION DELAY
sr21 = 8 'STRIPPING REAGENT

8$ = "n"

'FOLLOWING ARE THE SAMPLE PARAMETERES

sit = 50 'SAMPLE INJECTION FOR lmL LOOP
sit = 15 'SAMPLE LOADING FOR lmL LOOP



X = 1

cct = 90

element$ = "Cu"

RETURN

'NO OF INJECTIONS

'COLUMN CONDITIONING TIME
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CLS :

statistics:

PRINT "Select one"

PRINT "Enter 1) for statistics of ONE PEAK run. "

INPUT "Enter 2) for statistics of TWO PEAK run-->", choice3

CLS

INPUT "Do you want to write results to a file. Answer 'y' for YES, n' for NO-->", ans4$
IF (ans4$ = "y") OR (ans4$ = "Y") THEN

INPUT "Print the name of the file to be saved as-->", name$

INPUT "print the path name-->", path$

OPEN path$ + name$ FOR OUTPUT ACCESS WRITE AS #1

END IF

CLS

SELECT CASE choice3

CASE 1

IF (runcoll <= 1) THEN

BEEP

PRINT "Insufficiant number of runs, canot do statistics"

PRINT "Press any key to continue..."

DO

LOOP WHILE 1NKEY$ =

RETURN

END IF

sumarea = 0: summaxtime = 0: sumheight = 0

FOR i = 1 TO runcoll

sumarea = sumarea + areal(i)

summaxtime = summaxtime + maxtimel(i)

sumheight = sumheight + p.heightl(i)

NEXT i

avgarea = sumarea / runcoll

avgmaxtime = summaxtime / runcoll

avg.pk.ht = sumheight / runcoll

sum.seq.area = 0: sum.seq.time = 0: sum.seq.pk.ht = 0
FOR i = 1 TO runcoll

diff.area = areal(i) avgarea

diff.time = maxtimel(i) avgmaxtime

diff.pk.ht = p.heightl(i) avg.pk.ht

diff.area.sqr = diff.area diff.area

diff.time.sqr = diff.time diff.time

diff.pk.ht.sqr = diff.pk.ht * diff.pk.ht

sum.seq.area = sum.seq.area + diff.area.sor

sum.seq.time = sum.seq.time + diff.time.sqr

sum.seq.pk.ht = sum.seq.pk.ht + diff.pk.ht.sqr

NEXT

sum.seq.area = sum.seq.area (runcoll

sum.seq.time = sum.seq.time / (runcoll 1)
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sum.seq.pk.ht = sum.seq.pk.ht / (runcoll 1)

std.area = SQR(sum.seq.area)

std.max.time = SQR(sum.seq.time)

std.pk.ht = SQR(sum.seq.pk.ht)

PRINT "The average area of the peak 1 is ", avgarea, "+/-", std.area

PRINT "The average peak maximum is ", avgmaxtime, "+/-", std.max.time

PRINT "The average peak height ", avg.pk.ht, "+/-", std.pk.ht

IF (ans4$ = "y") OR (ans4$ = "Y") THEN

WRITE #1, "The average peak area is", avgarea, std.area

WRITE #1, "The average maximumtime is", avgmaxtime, std.max.time

WRITE #1, "The average peak height is", avg.pk.ht, std.pk.ht

CLOSE #1

END IF

CASE 2

IF (runcol2 <= 1) THEN

BEEP

PRINT "Insufficiant number of runs, cannot do statistics"

PRINT "Press any key continue..."

DO

LOOP WHILE 1NKEY$ = ""

RETURN

END IF

FOR i = 1 TO 2

sumarea = 0: summaxtime = 0: sumheight = 0

FOR j = 1 TO runcol2

sumarea = sumarea + area2(j, i)

summaxtime = summaxtime + maxtime2(j,

sumheight = sumheight + p.height2(j, i)

NEXT j

avgarea = sumarea / runcol2

avgmaxtime = summaxtime runcol2

avg.pk.ht = sumheight / runcol2

sum.seq.area = 0: sum.seq.time = 0: sum.seq.pk.ht = 0

IF (runcol2 >= 2) THEN

FOR k = 1 TO runcol2

diff.area = area2(k, i) - avgarea

diff.time = maxtime2(k, i) avgmaxtime

diff.pk.ht = p.height2(k, i) avg.pk.ht
diff.area.sqr = diff.area diff.area

diff.time.sqr = diff.time diff.time

diff.pk.ht.sqr = diff.pk.ht diff.pk.ht

sum.seq.area = sum.seq.area + diff.area.sqr

sum.seq.time = sum.seq.time + diff.time.sqr

sum.seq.pk.ht = sum.seq.pk.ht + diff.pk.ht.sor

NEXT

sum.seq.area = sum.seq.area / (runcol2 1)

sum.seq.time = sum.seq.time / (runcol2 1)

sum.seq.pk.ht = sum.seq.pk.ht / (runcol2 1)

std.area = SQR(sum.seq.area)

std.max.time = SQR(sum.seq.time)

std.pk.ht = SQR(sum.seq.pk.ht)

END IF

PRINT "The average area for peak"; i; "is ", avgarea, +1- ", std.area



PRINT "The

PRINT "The

IF (ans4$

WRITE /1,

WRITE #1,

WRITE #1,

END IF

NEXT i

IF (ans4$ = "y ")

END SELECT

DO

average max time for peak"; i;

average peak height for "; i; "

= "y") OR (ans4$ = "Y") THEN

"The average area for peak", i,

"The average max time for peak"

"The average peak height for ",

OR (ans4$ = "Y") THEN CLOSE /1

LOCATE 23, 1

PRINT "To continue press any key..."

LOOP WHILE 1NKEY$ = ""

RETURN
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"is", avgmaxtime, "+/-", std.max.time

is", avg.pk.ht, "+/-", std.pk.ht

"is", avgarea, std.area

, i, "is", avgmaxtime, std.max.time

i, "is", avg.pk.ht, std.pk.ht

plot2:

i% = 0

DO WHILE NOT EOF(1)

INPUT 01, v

peak2(i%) = v

i% = i% + 1

LOOP

GOSUB ploting2

RETURN

plotl:

i% = 0

DO WHILE NOT EOF(1)

INPUT 01, v

peakl(i%) = v

i% = i% + 1

LOOP

GOSUB plotingl

RETURN

injection:

runcoll = runcoll + 1

'Load the sample solution in the sample loops

OUT porta, &H1 'turn on the pumpl

start! = TIMER

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Loading sample solution"

WHILE (TIMER start! < sit)

LOCATE 1, 50

PRINT USING "00.00"; TIMER start!

WEND

OUT porta, &HO: BEEP 'turn off the pump1

'Now ready to inject the samle in the loop
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'Switch valves vl,v2,v3,v8,v9

OUT porta, &H2

LOCATE 2, 1

CLS : PRINT "Injecting the sample"

GOSUB adc3

'DATA IS COLLECTED FOR THE PEAK 2 NOW GO TO MENU

OUT porta, &HO 'return to initial condition

GOSUB ploting3

GOSUB writing3

RETURN

'This is ADC section for the injection peak

adc3:

address% = 768 'Address of the metrabyte board

channel = 0 'Use this channel

OUT address% + 9, 0

OUT address% + 2, channel 17

start = TIMER

FOR i% = 1 TO 2400

OUT address%, 0

stay3: IF INP(address% + 8) >= 128 THEN GOTO stay3

low4 = INP(address%)

high# = INP(address% + 1)

y = 16 * high/ + INT(low# / 16)

volt = y - 2047!

volt = volt 1 409.4

injec(i%) = volt / 10

IF y > 32767 THEN y = y 65536

WHILE (TIMER < start + i% .05): WEND

PRINT TIMER start

NEXT

RETURN

ploting3:

min = injec(1): max = injec(1)

FOR i% = 2 TO 2400

IF injec(i%) < min THEN min = injec(i%)

IF injec(i%) > max THEN

max = injec(i%)

max.time = i% / 20

END IF

NEXT

CLS

IF max < .1 THEN
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lo.window = min .3

hi.window = max + .4

lo.box = min - .15

hi.box . max .3

END IF

IF max > .1 THEN

lo.window = min .6

hi.window = max + 1

lo.box = min - .05

hi.box = max + .6

END IF

SCREEN 2

WINDOW (-60, lo.window)-(2465, hi.window)

LINE (0, lo.box)-(2400, hi.box),

i% = 0 TO 47

LINE (i% 50, lo.box)-(i% * 50, lo.box + .03)

i% = i% + 2

NEXT

FOR i = 0 TO 7

LOCATE 23, INT(i 9.5) + 1

PRINT i 15

NEXT i

LOCATE 23, 75

PRINT 120

LOCATE 24, 25

PRINT (Time sec)"

FOR i% = 1 TO 2400

PSET (ix, injec(i %))

NEXT

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the begining of the peak 1-->", peak.one.a.1

peak.one.a.1 = peak.one.a.1 20

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100);

LOCATE 1, 1

INPUT "Enter the time of the end of the peak 1-->", peak.one.b.1

peak.one.b.1 = peak.one.b.1 20

LOCATE 1, 1

peak.one.a = peak.one.a.1

peak.one.b = peak.one.b.1

peak.one.area = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.b

peak.one.area = peak.one.area + peakl(i)

NEXT

error.one.a = 0: error.one.b = 0

FOR i = peak.one.a TO peak.one.a + 30

error.one.a = error.one.a + peakl(i)

NEXT

FOR i = peak.one.b TO peak.one.b + 60

error.one.b = error.one.b + peakl(i)

NEXT

error.one = error.one.a 130
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error.two = error.one.b / 60

error.is = (error.one error.two) / 2

LINE (peak.one.a, error.is)-(peak.one.b, error.is)

real.error = (peak.one.b peak.one.a) error. is

peak.area = peak.one.area - real.error

peak.area.1 = peak.area

peak.height.1 = max error.is

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT SPACE$(100)

LOCATE 1, 1

PRINT "Area peak 1 ="; peak.area.1;

areal(runcoll) = peak.area.1

LOCATE 2, 1

PRINT "Height peak 1 ="; peak.height.1;

p.heightl(runcoll) = peak.height.1

maxtimel(runcoll) = max.time

PRINT "Press any key to continue..."

DO

LOOP WHILE INKEY$ = ""

RETURN

writing3:

'this section writes the array to a file
CLS

INPUT "Do you want to write the data to a file. Answer 'y' or 'n'.-->-, ans3$
ans3$ = "y"

IF (ans3$ = "y") OR (ans3$ = "Y") THEN

INPUT "print the name of the file to be saved as-->", name$
INPUT "print the path name-->", path$

OPEN path$ name$ FOR OUTPUT ACCESS WRITE AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 2400

WRITE #1, injec(i)

NEXT i

CLOSE #1

END IF

RETURN


